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GUS HAI.L

30 Years After Hitler's Ilefeat
The annual observance on May Bth in the Soviet Union is a

leepJy moving experience. In the streets and parks of Moscow
hundreds of thousands of veterans and their families meet in re-
union under handmade signs tacked to trees indicating the military
units they fought in during the war. They come from ill corners of
the Soviet Union to keep a solemn pledge, made when the guns
were silenced: "We will meet in Moscow one minute after 6 on the
8th of May every year to observe the victory over fascism." Without
any campaigns or resolutions, when the clock skikes 6 on that day
there is a nationwide moment of absolute silence.

After thirty years the annual memorial observance is still as fresh,
as moving and as meaningful as was the reunion on the ffrst an-
niversary of- the victory over fascism. It reflects the deep feelings
of t-hg people of the Soviet Union and the people throughout tf,e
world. It symbolizes the attitude of the working class ihe world
over.

- In striking contrast, the representatives of the capitalist class of
the countries that were part of the alliance that defeated. fascism are
not observing this 30th anniversary. They have never observed the
annive-rsary of this historic event in which they participated. It is
a1 rf- they are hoping that their silence will help io erase ihe *"*ory
d_a\ir gleat victory from the consciousnerr of the people.

Behind these two contrasting reactions to the anniversary of the
victory over fascism lies the real story of the nature of the alliance
that defeated Hitler. An important eiement of our observance and
tlibgte must be to gain a deeper, fuller understanding of the nature
of the forces involved in this unprecedented victoryi over fascism.

- -Hindsight_not-only provides a more objective viewpoint. It also
blends the details, the subjective factors, the phenom6na that con-
tained only momentary signiftcance into the general Iandscape of
history. It is now easier after a span of thirty years to grasp the more
fundamental factors of the whole historic period of the battle against
faseism. From a distance in time only the upheavals related to [uah-
t-ative turning _points in history stand out like mountain peaks. Only
they provide the perspective, the basic points of referenc6, and serve
as guides to an objective study of history.

, Looking back after thirty years, the crushing defeat of fascism
looms as one of the loftiest pinnacles, as a monument to the forces
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of progress the world over.
fhe fascist-axis aggression was the most serious assault against

social progress in all of history. It was world capitalism's effort to
destroy the ffrst land of socialism.

The crushing military defeat of Hitler-fascism was, above all, a

people's victory without precedent. The great majority of the world's
population contributed to this victorious turning point in history.
Even the casualties testify to the magnitude of this heroic struggle.
More than 50 million people lost their lives.

The perspective after thirty years makes it crystal clear that the
main contribution and the main sacriffces, in human lives and suffer-
hg, ,r well as in material resources, were made by the ffrst land of
socialism-by the people of the Soviet Union.

The victory over fascism is reason enough to celebrate, to make
toasts, to lower the flags in memory of the millions who gave their
Iives in order that social progress could be mnde irrersersible.

If, in todayt world, the conditions and the causes that gave rise
to the fascist holocaust were not still in existence the toasts and the
pause of silence would be enough. But unfortunately that is not the
case. Therefore, we must add to the toasts and the pause the need

to use this occasion, this anniversary, to draw lessons, to deepen our
understanding in order to guarantee that it will never happen again.

The Basic Class Controdiction

The same factors that guided and determined the thinking and

aetions of the capitalist class during the Second World War dictate
their attitude toward the anniversaries. In a basic sense, imperialism
does not celebrate victories over fascism because they are victories
over members of their own class. Imperialism does not salute anti-
imperialist victories.

The United States, British and French imperialists took part in an

anti-fascist war, but they were not conscious anti-fascists. They were
a part of the alliance against an aggressive imperialist force, but
they were not anti-imperialist. They contributed to the conquest of
a brutal, racist force, but this did not make them anti-racist. They
fought against a reactionary force that was hell-bent on destroying
socialism, but this did not make them pro-socialist. The fact that
they ioined with the progressive forces in the fferce battle to defeat

the most reactionary sector of their class does not make them a

progressive force.- The war did not and could not basically change the inner nature
of the forces that fought it. The war did not and could not change

the nature of the basic contradiction of this era in world history.
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Therefore, it is important to understand the nature of the forces
and the contradictions between them. It is also necessary to see
how these forces operated in the context of a unique war.

From the beginning, for the Soviet Union and for most of the
world's people, the war against the fascist monster was an anti-
fascist, anti-imperialis! just war in the broad interests of social
progress. And within that scope it was a war in defense of socialism,
national liberation and in the interest of the working class in gen-
eral.

The forces of the capitalist class were motivated by different fac-
tors. They were influenced by national class interests. The resolution
of their inter-imperialist contradictions coincided with the struggle
against a fascist imperialist power. The ranks of the capitalist class
within each of the capitalist countries were also divided. Their ranks
were split over whether their class interests would be best served
by putting aside their inter-imperialist rivalries or by temporarily
joining the forces of anti-fascism against their capitalist competitors.
This inner struggle continued throughout the whole period. These
factors become clearer and stand out in sharper focus if we trace
the actions of these forces within the context of the basic contradic-
tion of the Second World War era.

First, we must begin from the fundamental premise that the basic
contradiction in a capitalist society arises from the social character
of production and the private appropriation of the products of that
production. This gives rise to the struggle between the two main
classes-the capitalist class and the working class. Engels said, conceru-
ing this contradiction between the social character of production and
the private appropriation of its products: "This contradiction
contains the germ of the whole of the social antagonisms of today.
The greater the mastery obtained by this new mode of production
over all important ffelds of production and in all manufacturing coun-
tries . . the more clearly [is] brought out the i,nconryatibility of
s o ci,alized pr o duction with capitalistic appr opriation." (S o cialism, U to -
pian and Scientific,International Publishers, New York, 1935; p. 58.)

The birth of the ffrst socialist state, the Soviet Unlon, gave the
basic contradiction and the class struggle an added dimension. The
very act of doing away with the contradiction between "socialized
production and private appropriation" in the socialist sector raised
the basic contradiction and the struggle between the classes to a
new level-to a struggle between the two social systems reflecting
tJreir respective basic interests.

This basic contradiction creates the dividing line ,between the
fotces of progres and the forces of reaction. It is the frarnework
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within which all other contradictions operate. To one extent or

another, all secondary contradictions are influenced and affected by

the basic contradiction.
The basic contradiction operates within each capitalist country

and it is expressed on a world scale by the contradiction between the

socialist and capitalist systems.

Since the October Revolution the basic policies pursued by world
imperialism have been policies of aggression against the 

-Soviet
Union. The policies of economic blockade, of military and non-

military interventions, as well as the ideology of anti-sovietism are

all insiruments formulated and carried out in pursuance of the basic

contradiction.
This was the basic factor that motivated all the imperialist powers

in the period leading to the Second Wor1d War. This remained so

during 
-th" *ur, and when the war was over it continued in the

form of the cold war.
There are periods when other contradictions cross the path of

the basic clasi contradiction. But these only momentarily and par-

tially short-circuit the basic contradiction. They cross its path, but
they neoer replace it.

The other contradiction that interfered with the exclusive pursuit

of policies along the path of the main contradiction was that between

the imperialist poweis. It interfered with, but it neoer replaced the

basic class contradiction.
Hitler Germany's rapid rise to a world power was m-ade possible

solely becaur" *oropoly capital in the u.S., Britain and France fed

the fascist monster-directly and intravenously. Hitler-fascism was

designed to be the spearhead against the Soviet union-the shock

troops for a resolution of the basic contradiction.
After a buildup of a number of years, German fascism began to

conquer new laids. Because of the basic contradiction the other

capiialist powers did absolutely nothing to stop it. In fact they

participated in this conspiracy of aggression.^ yeais after the war President ]ohnson admitted: "France could

have stopped Hitler when he started into the Saar. France and

England combined could have prevented the occupation of -Austria
o, Jrr".r later stopped t}te Nazis at Czechoslovakia. The United States,

England and Fiarrce could have prevented the rape of Poland." Al-

thoirgh Johnson made a correct assessment, he diil not explain rlhy
Franle and England did not stop Hitler, and he should have included

the United States.

At the very height of Hitler's aggression against a number of

countries, Prime Minister Chamberlain declared to the House of
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commons: "we must not try to delude ourserves. And stiil more
rye mq!-not try to_delude small, weak nations into thinking that
lhey yrll be protected bv the League [of Nations] against aggreision."
British imperialism was ready to make all kinds 

"of 
conclefsions as

long as it appeared that Hitler-fascism was moving against the Soviet
Union along the path of the main class contradiction.
_ {n 193,8, representatives of Hitler Germany, Britain, France and
Italy gathered in Munich, Germany. In pursuance of iheir interests
along the path of the basic contradictiin, they secretly parcelled
out to fascist Germany, Czechoslovakia, Austria, Memel," 

"i". Th.r"
were secret agreements uncovered only after the war. After Munich
the Nazis were free to attack poland,

The governments of the united states, Britain and France tumed
a deaf ear to the urgent proposals of the soviet union for an alliance
against fascism. The soviet union proposed treaties in defense of
Poland and czechoslovakia. But the baiic aim of the united states,
Britain and France was to strengthen and to maneuver fascist Ger-
many into a war against the Soviet Union.

And to-make things even worse at this criticar poin! on the secret
advice of the British_ and the French governrrients, the capitalist
govemment of Poland refused a direct soviet offer of aid^in its
defense. In fact; when the German forces struck poland most of
Poland's armed forces were on the borders of the soviet union.

After years of futile efiorts to establish a collective security system,
and in the face of the continued double-dealing and ,rrrrr"rr"rirrg
by the united states, Britain and France, the s*oviet union signel
a non-aggression treaty with Germany. This threw a monkey wrench
into the maneuvers of the capitalist powers to form a unitld world
capital,st front against the soviet union in pursuance of their policies
along the path of the basic contradiction.

In 1939 Britain and France were forced to formally declare war
against Germany. But this did not mean that they had given up the
struggle for their basic_ class goals. In fact, Hitrlr was"fully aware
of this. At one pointllitler declaredr "That they have declared *". o'
us does not mean they are going to ffght." He was absolutely cor-
rect. This was the setting for what ;became known as the "pt orry
war." It_was phony because_the capitalist countries were still-plan-
ning and maneuvering for the 'ieal war"-a war against socialism.

Based on secret documents uncovered since the war, G. Deborin
writes:

The anti-soviet and anti-democratic campaign in France, Britain
and the united states reached its peak ariring the soviet-Finnish

I
!
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war. It seemed then that international reaction was close to achiev-

,"g rit ui*, tfr" launching of an anti-Soviet cnrsade' The general

sti'ffs in France and Britain were fftting out an expeditionary corps

to help Finnish reaction and prep-arilglan attack- against the Soviet

Union in the South. Neithei dfu the, scrap their war planning

fagainst the Soviet Union] after the conclusion of the soviet-Fin-
nish peace treaty.

Thi French ieneral Stafi had completed a plan for Operation

Baku, envisaging a sudden air assault on the Soviet Union's key

economic pot-ential, to be followed by a ground invasion. The_plan

*as sob*iited to tire government on-April 4,1940, and soon there-

after the ftnal date foi the attack was set for the end of June or

early July, 1941.
ght'"irt'r Chiefs of Staff Committee took part in drawing up the

pfi- ii continued work on it even after Fiance 1ay crushed, and
'"u"r, *t"" the prospect of a German invasion lo6med-large for
Britain herself. On June L2, 194L, the Committee decided on steps

."ttfu the rtage for a swiit air strike from Mosul against the oil
reftning plants in Baku.

At tTle height of the danger to the survival of the peoples of

Eastern and IVestern Europ6, instead of repulsing the enemy, the
rulers of Britain and Fra.rice dreamt of an alliance with it and

plotted an attack on the Soviet Union-the -only country-capable
Lf delivering the world from-the pla-gue of fascism'- (G' Deborin,
Secrets of ihe Second, Wo4d War, Progress Publishers, Moscow,

t972.)

It is obvious that the basic class contradiction was very much the
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in full force. Now it was a war waged along the lines of the basic con-
tradiction. Hitler Germany's war against the Soviet Union was reaction-
ary, imperialist, aggressive and totally uniust. German imperialism
set out to destroy the Soviet Union and thus to clear the way for its
own world supremacy. But in doing so it also fought for the con-
tinued domination of the world by capitalism.

In December 1941, the Japanese forces attacked Pearl Harbor. This
added a new dimension to the struggle and to the contradictions. By
then the contradiction among the imperialist powers, or more ac-
curately, between the groups of imperialist powers, had become
much shalper. It began to interfere with the policies that were
based on the basic contradiction. It was only after the attack on
Pearl Harbor that the United States ruling class realized that its
interest would be best served by an alliance with the Soviet Union.

The United States, Britain and France began to see their long-
range interest in an alliance with the Soviet Union. But from their
viewpoint this alliance was momentary and partial. It was an alliance
to last only until the interference of the shortcircuit could be over-
come. And what is most important-even while historic factors forced
them to move towards an alliance with the socialist forces, they did
not give up their goals, their policies based on their class interests.
The basic contradiction did, not become inoperative.

Through united action the war could have been cut short. Tens
of millions of lives could have been saved. The Red Army was ffght-
ing heroically against the bulk of the Hitler-fascist forces. If the
United States, Britain and France had opened up a second front
in Europe, Hitler would have been forced to ffght on two fronts. It is
now known that Hitler had absolute assurances that there would be
no second front. For a long period, therefore, he was able to con-
centrate all his forces in the war against the Soviet Union.

The Soviet Union's forces continued to ffght without aid and no
second front opened in 1941, nor in 1943, nor in the beginning of 1944.

Instead of a second front against Hitler-Gerrnany, the capitalist
powers pursued their basic colonial interests by sending their armed
forces into Africa. In addition to not opening up a second front,
documents now reveal that all during tliis period the capitalist pow-
ers were in continuous secret negotiations with fascist Germany.
'These double-dealing, secret negotiations took place in Spain, Sweden,
Portugal, Switzerland and at the Vatican. During this period the
,chief negotiator for the capitalist powers was Allen Dulles of the
(CIA.

Only after the fascist forces had suffered decisive and historic de-
feats on the Eastern Front after Hitler's main forces were destroyed,

principal, continuing, underlying factor motivating the capitalist

powers.

I nt e r -l mp e r i ali st Rio alr i e s

However, the contradiction between the imperialist powers kept

interfering and increasingly shortcircuiting the policies based on the

basic class contradiction.
All during the period of Hitler's conquest of Europe, the united

States and other capitalist countries continued to work on turning

the war into a united imperialist war against the Soviet union. There

are volumes of evidence and facts to sustain this conclusion' For

example, in 1941 the FBI and British intelligence outffts planted

such^faise reports as: "From highly reliable sources it is learned

that the USSR intends further military aggression the instant Ger-

many is embroiled in maior operations." so the dirty tricks are as

old as the FBI.
on |une n, LgLl, German armies moved against the sOviet union
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and only after the anti-fascist forces in Europe were challenging the

Nazis on every block, was the second front opened in 1944.

Thus, the capitalist countries entered the war on European soil

only when the outcome of the war had become a fo_regone conclusion.

It is a fact, therefore, that the capitalist powers fully entered the war
only when they were absolutely convinced it would be the only way
the could continue to pursue their policies along the path of the
basic contradiction.

This becomes clear when we look at some statistics. The armed

forces of &e Soviet Union destroyed 507 of Hitler's best divisions
and an additional 100 divisions of Hitlert fascist allies. By compar-
ison with this the Hitler forces lost 176 divisions on all other fronts
of the war combined. Three out of four Luftwaffe planes were de-

stroyed on the Soviet-German front. This is also true of the bulk of
Hitler's artillery and Panzers. And, out of a total of 13,600,000 killed,
wounded or captured German soldiers and officers, Germany lost over
10 million on the Eastern Front. '

The policies and actions that the United States, Britain and France
pursued during most of the war period were clearly expressed by
Hurry S. Truman, who became Vice President of the United States,
said: "If we see that Germany is winning we ought to help Russia.
And if Russia is winning we ought to help Germany. And that way
let them kill as many as possible." (Deborin, op. cit.) This expressed
both the basic contradiction and the interfering, short-circuiting con-
tradiction between the imperialist powers. The aim of this policy was
to win the struggle and to resolve both contradictions in favor of
capitalism, and speciffcally in favor of United States, British and
French capitalism.

Now that more of the facts are in the open it is clear that while
the contradiction between the imperialist countries at times became

an obstacle on the path of pursuing their main class aims, imperialism
never gave up its goal of destroying the first land of socialism.

These are important facts. But they do not in any way change the
historic signiffcance or the basic nature of the coalition of forces that
ffnally defeated Hitler Germany. The character of the coalition was

not determined by the aims or desires of the ruling class circles or
the bourgeois governments of the U.S., Britain and France. The
character of the coalition was determined by its obiective nature

-by the fact that it was a coalition with the legitimate, anti-
fascist forces-in the ffrst place the Soviet Union-and the masses

that were in motion both politically and militarily throughout the
world. The coalition was an important factor in the defeat of fascism,
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and it became a maior factor in the developments that took place
after the war.

In spite of the reactionary policies of the bourgeois governments,
the victory over fascism and the coalition of forces that brought this
about were crucial to the rise of national liberation movements and
the emergence of a number of new socialist states.

The experiences of the Second World War added tremendous sub-
stance to the Leninist policies of peaceful coexistence between coun-
tries with different social systems. These experiences were an example
of how to ffght for such policies under very difficult circumstances.
But they also demonstrate that policies of peaceful coexistence do
not eliminate the class struggle or the basic contradiction. This should
not surprise anyone, because tJre goals of those who pursue policies
of detente or coexistence are not the elimination of the class struggle
or the basic contradiction.

The imperialist powers never gave up their basic class outlook.
This became crystal clear immediately after the defeat of German
fascism. Even before the ffnal peace conference, before the ;birth of
the United Nations, the imperialist powers, under the leadership of
U.S. imperialism, vigorously pursued their basic aims. They became
even more arrogant and aggressive, believing they had the monopoly
on the atom bomb. This new emphasis was given life through ail
kinds of provocations, military and otherwire. The new emf,hasis
gave birth to the cold war. The new policies of aggression against
the forces of national liberation the wbrld over *"ie parallel with
and a part of the anti-Soviet policies. The imperialist powers moved
to safeguard their old colonial empires. But in most cases it was too
Iate. They sufiered one defeat after another and most of the old
colonial empires collapsed.

The Anti-Fascist Character of the War

The defeat of Hitler-fascism was an historic blow against reac-
tion. we must not allow the basic nature of the struggle to be obscured
because different forces were motivated by different interests-inter-
ests which momentarily coincided with the struggle against fascism.
The historic impact on world developments was not lesiened because
the anti-fascist coalition was composed of diverse forces.

Spokesmen for the imperialist powers do not observe or celebrate
the anniversaries of the triumph over fascism because it was a defeat
for imperialism. celebrating the defeat of fascism does not advance
their struggle along the path of the basic contradiction. celebrating

li

:
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the defeat of fascism does not correspond to capitalism's place in

world history.
i;;r orrly ihe forces of human Pyget:, the working-class forces-

only t1e forces propelling the world rivolutionary process, the forces

J" ifr" rigfr, sidi of the irain contradiction, which celebrate and hail

the victory over fascism.

on this 30th anniversary the magnificent, heroic contributiorrs and

sacriffces of the people oi th" Soviet Union stand out in full glory'

We must also ienLmber and understand that the war against fas-

"ir* i, 
Germany and other countries had a profound effect on the

mass patterns of thought in the United States'
- ih"- danger of fasc-ism became an urgent concern of millions of

p"opl" frori the very beginni"g o{ the war' When the war began'

ih"to-*rroist Party took the lnitiative in organizing broad united

front movements against fascism. The anti-fascist movement, in

Lreadth and depth, matched the mass movements around the War

of Independence and the Civil War'
This 

-mass 
pressure became a primary factor in moving the Roose-

velt Adminisiration and the ruling class toward joining the Soviet

union, Britain and France in the struggle against Hitler-fascism.

Because of the anti-fascist sentiment there were no insuperable prob-

lems in mobilizing the people of the u.s. for this great baftle. This

phenomenon is in cornpletJ contrast^to the sentiment of the people

iuring the First World War. And, of course, it is completely at vari-

,rr"" 
-*ith the tremendous movement of resistance by the people of

the u.s. against the war of aggression in Indochina. Both were his-

toric mass expressions-one in iupport of a policy that expressed a

iust cause, the other an unprecedented struggle against an uniust war

of imperialist aggression.
while the ruiing class and the Roosevelt Administration joined in

the national efiort, they did not give up their basic class aims' They

were for the policies of an alliance in the struggle against Hitler-

Germany. But they also continued their_policies of striving for max-

imum proffts during the war. Even in domestic affairs the capitalist

class did not and could not give up its policies of pursuing the basic

class contradiction.
Because of their anti-fascist sentiments and their understanding of

the nature of the war, u.s. soldiers fought bravely and hard. under

the circumstances they made great contributions to the ioint effort

against fascism. Anti-fascist sentiment wa:s the basis of the great

eftorts of ,the working class for maximum production of all the ma-

terials needed to ffght the war. U.S. seamen wrote a heroic page in

history and made great sacriffces in lhe process of delivering the
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weapons and other necessary material to the front.
While the working class was turning out tllis maximum production

the capitalist class (General Motors, Ford and Esso) were making
maximum proffts. They had manufacturing facilities on both sides,
and they were making huge proffts from both sides. After the war
they had no compunctions about going into U.S. courts to sue for
damages to their plants in Germany, caused by the bombing carried
on by planes and bombs they had sold to the U.S. government at
home.

U.S. monopoly capitalists not only made no sacriffces during the war,
they made huge proffts from all sides.

Beforo the war was over the anti-labor ,bills were already in the
Congressional hoppers.

Black soldiers fought heroically on all fronts during the war. But
on the home front big business was pushing racism and pursuing dis-
criminatory policies.

Not for one moment did monopoly capital forge! relax, or make
any concessions in the struggle on the front of the main basic con-
tradiction.

It is important to take note of the different class forces that took
part in the struggle to defeat Hitler fascism. But this is not enough.
It is even more important to have a clear understanding of what
motivated each class, what their goals and policies were. Witlout
such an understanding, surface observations can lead to illusions, and
illusions can lead to defeats.

While the spokesmen for imperialism do not want to perpetuate
the memory of the monumental historic victory over fascism, there
is very good reason for the people of t}re United States to celebrate
together with the people of the Soviet Union and people throughout
the world.

The observance, the moment of silence, the pause in the activities
of everyday life to remember and honor the millions who gave their
lives so that social progress could become irreversible should be
celebrated by all the progressive forces of the world.

In friendship and solidarity with the peoples of the Soviet Union,
the international community of progressive forces will memorialize
those who sacrificed so much in order that the rest of us could be
saved from the fascist holocaust. In observing this 30th anniversary
we must also study the lessons of this victory so that the progressive
forces of the world, and especially the people of the U.S., remain
aways alert to the danger of fascism wherever and whenever it rears
its ugly head.

It
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Martial Law and the

i\ational nemncratic Struggle in

The Philippines

On October lL, 1974, the Partido Kornunista ng Pilipinas (PKP)
and Philippine President Ferdinand Marcos announced a national
unity agreement, as part of which the PKP declared its support for
certain reforms which are being implemented by the Marcos regime.
For his part, President Marcos welcomed PKP participation in nation-
building, ptredged amnesty for all PKP leaders and members, includ-
ing the release of political prisoners who are PKP members, and
paved the way for legal activity for the PKP for the ffrst time in
33 years.

This development in the Philippines may have seemed surprising
in view of the martial law, semi-dictatorial character of the govern-
ment under President Marcos, who assumed authoritarian emergency
powers in September L972, and in view of the initial critical as-

sessment by the PKP of the "New Society" then proclaimed.

At its outset, the 'New Society" had many aspects of the repressive
regimes that had marked the course of U,S. imperialist policy in fuia,
from South Korea to Thailand, aimed at preserving the status quo
against growing popular movements for change. The martial law
decrees of President Marcos included the suspension of most civil
liberties, elections, the national legislature and political party ac-
tivity; they included also the banning of the right to strike and
demonstrate, the introduction of government control over the press,
the purging from universities of progressive and militant students
and teachers, and the arrest and detention of thousands of opponents
of the Marcos regime of all shades of the political spectrum, dn-

cluding many PI(P members.

Coupled with the repression was the granting of very favorable
concessions to foreign investors and businessmen, r.vith the unabashed
claim of having created "stability" for foreign investment. This fea-
ture of the "New Society" made it plain that neo-colonial conditions
that had distorted and frustrated Philippine development since in-
dependence in 1946 were to continue and that one of the motivations

t2
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for martial law was to cater to U.S. imperialism and other foreign
interests.

The PKP, Martial Lato', and. Reforms

As the martial law government has evolved, however, and as the
policies and decrees of President Marcos have emerged, a nurnber
of positive featules have had to be set beside the negative.

1) A nation-wide land reform program has been set in motion
that in scope and implementation goes far beyond any previous steps

to eliminate semifeudal agrarian relations that have oppressed the
Filipino peasantry. Pre-cooperative organizations called samahang
ruryon were immediately set up, to be succeeded by full-fledged co-

operatives (kilusang bayon), the cooperative principle to be ex-
tended to other parts of the economy.

2) A new constitution has ,been instituted, in which the old
presidential two-chamber legislative system, patterned after that
of the U.S., is replaced by a parliamentary single assembly p-grq

$l-{eblg to Philippine democratic needs. In the meantime, a grass-

roots system of. barangags or "citizens' assemblies" has been intro-
duced with some local government functions; though at present
only periodically "consulted" by the President, they have a mass-

base democratic potential.
3) An emphas,is has been placed on intensiffed industrialization,

especially the industrial processing of agricultural and mineral prod-
ucts formerly exported in ra'w form,

4) A rnuch more diversiffed foreign policy and trade have been
pursued, including stress on the development of diplornatic and
economic relations for the ffrst tilne with socialist countries.

5) A moderation of political and governmental corruption has been
efiected, as part of an effort to make the administrative system
more efficient and less wasteful.

These are all steps that serve the developmental interests of
the Philippine national bourgeoisie and the creation of a more
thorough-going capitalist society in the Philippines. As such, how-
ever, they are in opposition to feudal landlord interesh ggd -bAv" tJ^ i
alende.JrgJtSWard--centrAdigtisn*leilLryo-9qlqn:iq.lrelaUgggh:Us.A1-
though still relying heavily on imperialist investment and loan capital,
an effort 'is made to augment independent development means. For
example, part of the efficiency drive has been the perfection of tax
collection, especially from well-to-do evaders, which caused a boost
in tax reve,nues from P4,554 million in 1970 to P15,680 million in

J
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1974, with a parallel rise in government expenditure on infrastructure
construction.

In a policy document issued by the central committee of the PKP

during negotiations on the national unity agreement with President

Malcos, entitled "Attitude of the PKP Toward the Martial Law Gov-
ernment Concerning Basic Issues," the PKP made known its position
on these features of the Marcos program. As far as martial law itself
is concerned, the PKP said:

The central point in the struggle of the PKP and that of the
working-class ,io.re-"t t in the P'hilippines is the establishment of
a truly democratic political, econornic and social order in the
country. Thus, the PkP vehemently objects to the proclamation of
martiai law throughout the country and to its continuance. The
PKP calls for t}e immediate termination of the martial law "emerg'
ency" situation; the restoration of the liberties of the people sus-
pended or abolished by the imposition of martial law- particularly
freedom of speech, of assembly and of the press, and o{ the right
to strike; and the release of all political prisoners. . . .

The PKP maintains that the right of the people to elect their
leaders is a basic democratic right, the denial of which is despotism.

In regard to the new constitution and new system of government,
the PKP document declared:

The PKP views the institution of the parliamentary form of
government as a forward step to'rvard broader mass participation
in the political processes of the country. It is to be desired that this
new political form will do away with the two'party system and
encourage open access on the part of the citizens to organized in-
volvement in their political affa'irs through their own political
parties.

It is the position of the PKP, however, that this broadened
nolitical framework cannot be realistic and cannot constitute a
'genuine departure from the old system of government unless it
recognizes the right of the PKP to function openly and legally
as a political party among the Filipino working masses.

1 The PKP therefore called for its recognition as a legal political
lparty, entitled to all democratic rights, for the release of all of its
{cadres held as political prisoners, and for an unconditional amnesty
qfor all of its leaders, iq response-tS*lYbish the PKP would*diIEglve
lr$_jla9d-fsr"gs-s"d tgrn Qyq their arms. These demands were
acceded to iby President Marcos, r,vho immediately began their im-
plementation after agreement had been reached, the PKP living up
to its own pledges.
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On the question of industrialization the PKP said:

The PKP welcomes industrialization as the only course to na-
tional_development. However, the PKP strongly opposes and will
actively struggle through parliamentary and exfraparliamentary
means against imperialist-controlled industrialization of the coun-
try. The PKP views the hear,y inflow of multjnational and monopoly
capital as detrimental to the Philippines. Thus, the PKP as ever
advocates the intermediate stages of nationalist industrialization
and a non-capitalist development as discussed in detail in its Pro-
gram.

Land reform is one of the principal areas in which the PKP has
found grounds to support policies of the Marcos govemment, and
around which the Marcos government has sought PKP support.
However, the Party seeks to extend and broaden the agrarian pro-
gram that, as promulgated, is weighted in advantage of the land-
lords and the well-to-do peasants:

The PI(P accepts the basic principle of the present land reform
program of giving lands to the tillers and of liquidating the
historic evil of landlordism. But the PKP will continue to ffght
for the interests of the peasants in cutting down the price for
which the family-sized farms are be,ing sold to them.

The PKP supports the formation of somahang naAon and will
campaign for wider membership of the samahang na7on among
the peasantry. It will, however, struggle to remove the onerous
conditions for such membership and will wage a vigorous ftght
to make samnhang naAon a class organization rather than a col-
lection agency for the amortization price of landholdings and a
means of enrichment for insurance magnates. The PKP advocates
more substantial political power for these organizations, rather
than their being a mere rubber starnp of the central goyernment.

A further salient policy of the Marcos regime that is given whole-
hearted endorsement iby the PKP is the development of relations
with socialist countries:

The dnitiative of the martial law government in pursuing a real-
istic policy toward the socialist countries has the full support of
the PKP. The establishment to date of diplomatic ties with
Cz,echoslovakia, the German Democratic Republic, Hungary,
Poland, Bulgaria, Ru-mania and Mongolia is deffnitely along a
progressive course of foreign policy. But the PKP thinks ihat
there is no reason at all_for holding in abeyance or long delay the
country's diplomatic relations with the Soviet Union- and other
socialist oountries.
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The essential position put forward by the PKP, which was ad-
hered to in the national unity agreement, was thus a conditionai
support of speciffc reforms and policies of the governrnent of Presi-
dent Marcos, with the PKP reserving the right to conduct its struggle
for advancing the interests of the Filipino working classes.

U.S. Im.perialism and PW lllegaliaation

In its historical context, the national unity agreement is an im-
portant step toward overcoming distorted conditions forced upon
the Philippines by U.S. imperialism.

Philippine independence in 1946 was a neo-colonial arrangement
in which U.S. imperialism remained dominant in virtually every
phase of Philippine life, an arrangement worked out with reactionary
Filipino landlord-comprador groups that had always had relative
beneftts from U.S. colonial rule. Colonial-style trade relations, per-
petuating the subservient Philippine role as semi-feudal agrarian
supplier of raw materials to the U.S. and as protected market for
U.S. manufactured goods, were embodied in the 1946 28-year U.S.-
Philippine Trade Act, subsequently modiffed (but not basically
changed) by the 1956 Laurel-Langley Agreernent. It contained the
notorious "parity" agreement that ,ga'r,e U.S. businessmen preferential
and equal rights with Filipinos in all sectors of the economy, a con-
cession that warped and impeded the growth of a native national
bourgeoisie and of any balanced economic development.

Corollary to economic control, huge U.S. air, naval and com-
munication ,bases were imposed on the Philippines, and the republic's
armed forces and intelligence services were put under control of a

Joint U.S. Military Advisory Group and made wholly dependent on
U.S. equipment and training. Foreign policy was dictated by the
U.S. and shaped into the narrowest of cold-war patterns, cutting the
Philippines totally away from any relations with socialist countries
or with anti-colonial developing countries. Philippine domestic poli-
tics were vulnerable to U.S. interference and manipulation.

At U.S. insistence, anti-Communism was made central in both
internal and foreign Philippine policies. Suppression of the PKP,
which had emerged from World War II as a strong force due to its
leadership of the Hukbalahap guerrilla resistance movement against

Japanese occupation, but which had sought after the war with sig-
nificant success to pursue peaceful, parliamentary struggles, was
begun in 1946 on U.S. demand in order to remove opposition that
could have caused reiection of the economic and military agreements
desired by the United States, Anti{ommunism divided the Filipino
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people to U.S. advantage, and its military suppression program led
to a costly arms 'budget that has curtailed Philippine development.

Illegalization of the PKP during independence was thus a U.S.-
devised potcy to suit U.S. imperialist needs, and helped to keep in
power the most reactionary and retrogressive of Filipino ruling
groups. It was U.S. imperialist policy that forced the PKP and the
mass organizations led by it out of the legal political arena and into
defensive armed struggle in 1946, and that determined the PKP's
underground strategy and tactics featured by the leadership of the
Huk armed national liberation struggle of 1946-1956 and by the
maintenance of forms of armed struggle combined with peaceful
struggle until 1974.

Ttrre -si.tuatiop of arpgd s!rygglg,f rs-"-d* o+ the PKP !n the p.ostl

in4gp_endegce perio_d !.rdq4lq_*eg"ify the role of this form of
s_lfqggle, in q4tionjq! liberation. A tendency to equate national liibera-
tion with armed struggle, sirch as developed in some 'Left" and
pseudo-revolutionary circles intemationally, has had to be subiected
to rigid critical scrutiny by the PKP as part of continual re-examina-
tion of.developing conditions and forces in the Philippines. In the
period leading up to negotiations with President Marcos, the new
program of the PKP adopted at its Sixth Congress in February 1973
declared: "It is to the interests of the masses that the road to
revolution is without bloodshed, and they desire that the transfer
of power from the forces of imperialism, feudalism and monopotry
capital to the pol,itical parties of all exploited classes be peaceful."
It called for "express recognition of the right of the PKP to function
as a legal organization" and for its right 'to work openly and
legally among the Filipino masses."

Neo-Coloninlism end the Phili.ppine Nstional Bm,rgeoisie

From the standpoint of progressive forces, the best course of de-
velopment for the Philippines after independence should have been
along a national democratic path, similar to that adopted by other
newly-independent nations in Asia and Africa. This would have been
featured by the termination of colonial and neo-colonial relationships,
the carrying out of serious agrarian reforms, nationalization of maior
foreign enterprises, pursuance of an industrialization prograrn with
forms of non-capitalist state control and participation, and adherence
to a non-atrigned foreign policy including close relations with socialist
countries.

Such a program was advocated at the time only by the PKF and
a small minority of national democrats. Under U.S.-dorninated neo-
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colonialism, national dernocracy, industrialization, land reform, non-
capitalist forms, and balanced foreign policy were all ruled out.
At the most, a free-enterprise neo-colonial capitalism was bred.

The Filipino national bourgeoisie that developed out of this set
of circumstances tended to be a warped and subservient group of
interests. Oligarchic landlords, semi-feudal in domestic production
and semi-capitalist in export production, and bitterly opposed to
land reform, were dom,inant in the economy and in the two main
bourgeois political parties, Liberal and Nacionalista. Tentative in-
dustrial and manufachrring groups, Iacking protection, encourage-
ment, credits or development capital, were kept weak, dependent
on foreign loans, and forced into pseudo-industrial ventures like
so-called 'import substituting" packaging and assembly enterprises
linked with U.S. trade patterns. A bureaucratic capitalist sector grew
out of rampant political corruption, one of the few avenues of wealth-
getting that thrived in neo-colonial national politics.

Distorted as these sectors of the national bourgeoisie tended to
be, numerous factors and pressures for change have developed in-
exorably in Philippine society. A steady and accelerating accumula-
tion of capital has occurred, flowing to entrepreneurial hands,
strengthening desires among many Filipino businessmen, including
bureaucratic capitalists, for independent development, for protection
from imperialist competition, for government incentives and priorities,
and for majority participation in foreign companies and subsidiaries.
From within the Philippine national bourgeosie arose the movement
in the latter 1950s led by Senator Claro M. Recto that put forward
a substantial national-democratic program. The Nacionalista Presi-
dent Carlos Garcia in 1959-1961 swung to a moderately nationahst
position around the significant slogan "Filipino First."

In such direct confrontations with U.S. imperialism, nationalist-
inclined sectors of the national ibourgeoisie did not fare well. U.S.
economic pressure, exerted especially through U.S. and international
lending agencies on which nascent Filipino industrialists depended
for ffnancing importation of capital goods in particular, cornpelled
the abandonment of modest Ptrrilippine protectionist and control poli-
cies. Most Filipino entrepreneurial capital in the 1960s was forced
into joint-venture arrangements with foreign companies, and large
quantities of Filipino accumulated capital and savings were drawn
into foreign hands by the practice of U.S. ftrms of borrowing capital
abroad for investment and expansion instead of exporting it as the
U.S. balance of payments position has gone into deffcit.

Nevertheless, a nadonalist impulse from within the Philippine na-
tional bourgeoisie has continued to express itself, albeit frequently in
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an indirect manner. The strength and potentiality of such a trend has
had to be heeded by U.S. interests, which, although agitating as early
as the 1950s for extension of "parity" beyond its lg74 teimination
date, ffnally had to agree to relinquish such privileges.

^ 
Pressure against U.S. privileges came also from other quarters:

!1og Iananese and West European interests desiring to invei in the
Philippines but inh:ibited by the unfair U.s. competiiive position, and
from a growing Filipino national-democratic mass movement that
brought anti-imperialist issues into the streets. Behind the pKp-
influenced popular upsurge was a worsening of mass poverty, a widen-
ing 9f the extreme gap between the few rich and ihe vast majority
of the poor, and a growth of unemployment and semi-unemploy-
ment afiecting between two and three million workers and agri-
cultural laborers or 10 to 20 per cent of the labor force. National
frustration and education without opporLunity caused a radicakza-
tion of student and other petty-bourgeois strata.

Some Filipino national bourgeois policy-makers, disturbed by stag-
nating conditions of low production and low purchasing power, in-
adequate exports and foreign exchange earnings, vast wistage of re-
sources through corruption and inefficiency, and immobillzing of
capital in backward semi-feudal agriculture, and alarmed by the
glowth of mass agrarian and urban unrest, began to think in terms
of drastic measures to augment development and to meet a situation
of crisis and turmoil.

A crisis of the Philippine national bourgeoisie has coincided with
the crisis of world imperialism, and especially of u.s, imperialism.
As the balance of world forces has swung toward socialism, with
an accompanying feature of this trend being the shrinking of im-
perialist investment and market advantages in the developing coun-
tries, th9 attempts to tie existing areas of dominance to the capitalist
sphere have intensiffed. These have come up against the strong
pressures for development from expanding national bourgeoisies and
popular movements.

An alteration in the neo-colonial system has been occuring out
of this contradiction. In part to prevent the growth of non-capitalist
forms of development, imperialist interests have encouraged J more
thoroughgoing capitalism in countries like the philippines, with the
national bourgeoisies conceded a greater share at all revels, while
the commanding economic heights are controlled as much as possible
by imperiaList multinational ffrms and banks. At the same time im-
perialism seeks to ease its home crisis by transferring labor-intensive
industries to such countries where abundant cheap labor is assured,
with wfrole branches of industry from production to marketing set
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up on a regional basis (such as the Asian car manufacturing pro'
grams of Ford, Chrysler and General Motors).

The Ai.ms of Philippine Martinl Lap
The martial law rule introduced by President Marcos on Septem-

ber 2L, L972, was designed to carry out the drastic measures felt
necessary both to serve the interests of the Filipino national
bourgeoisie and to satisfy the investment demands for "stability"
made by imperialist interests. These two sets of interests, while
intertwining in many ways, do not always coincide: sectors of the
Filipino national bourgeoisie have been increasingly led to consider
solutions to their problems outside the neo-colonial context.

Ferdinand Marcos, eleeted president ffrst in 1965 and re-elected
in 1969, has turned out to be the most decisive of Philippine presi-
dents, representing in the main the newer sectors of industrial and
bureaucratic capital, as contrasted with the old landlord-comprador
sectors that were the base of neo-colonialism at the outset.

It is inaccurate, however, to depict the martial law situation in
sharply-drawn class terms. The emerging Filipino economic Po!'/er
groupings have tended to be conglomerate in character, to inter-
penetrate each other and to sprawl across new industry, landowning,
banking and commercial ffelds, to involve both new and old pattems
of production for export, and to have both joint-venture and wholly-
owned interests. The holdings of President Marcos himself are of
this widespread type. A more precise delineation of the issues in-
volved would have to do with recognition of the need for reforms
to meet the crisis, and with decisiveness in carrying them out.

As previously pointed ou! the Marcos decrees and policies under
martial law have introduced a variety of signiffcant reforms and
changes of emphasis, including land reform, increased industrializa'
tion, a fexible foreign policy including relations with socialist coun-
ties, a moderation of conuption, greater efficiency, dispersal of new
industry about the country, more highly centralized ffnancial and
other economic agencies.

Regardless of the fact that imperialist interests hope to beneftt
from a number of these steps, they are undertaken to an increasing
degree in the independent interests of the newer, developing sections

of the Philippine national bourgeoisie. Furthermore, although not
guided or carried out by national-democratic forces, these steps in-
clude a number of the program demands or lean toward demands

of those forces, and, whatever their intention, contribute to a loosen-

ing of and a beginning of a transformation of the neo-oolonial system.
As a dictatorship of the decjsive bourgeois groups represented by
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President Marcos, his regime contains all the undemocrahc, re-
actionary and vacillating tendencies of these class forces, which at-
tempt to maintain their associations with U.S. and other imperialist
interests while undertaking ventures of their own. The reforms are
ordered by presidential decree and not by democratic processes or
free popular expression of will. It is a regime, furthermore, that has
its Righ! Center and Left groupings, which has to take account of
pressures from imperialist, oligarchic and other reactionary interests,
and in which intemal struggles over direction are constant. Never-
theless, the reforms are in motion, they are signiffcan! and they must
inevitably bring about changes in Philippine society, class composi-
tion and attitudes, changes that can be positive rather than negative.

Reforms Supported by the PW
L) Land reform. Land reform steps are primarily victories of

peasant struggles led by the PKP. For the past 40 years superffcial
gestures toward land reform have been made in the Philippines due
to such struggles for the elimination of semi-feudal agrarian rela-
tions. However, all land reform legislation in the past was heavily
riddled with loophole provisions inserted by the powerful, virtually
dominant landlord bloc in the Philippine Congress.

By decreeing land reform under martial law conditions, President
Marcos avoided legislative sabotage by landlords. Declaring land
reform to be the cornerstone of his "New Society," he proclaimed
as one of his ffrst martial law steps the emancipation of tenants in
semi-feudal rice and corn growing regions. Involving the transfer
of 1.3 million hectares (nearly 3 million acres) to over I million
tenants within ffve years, the Marcos land reform has been given
serious emphasis. By the end of October L974 a total of 196,675
tenants had received 'land transfer certiffcates" embracing 335,000
hectares, and 16,000 samnhang ruryon had been created, with 1975
set as the "thrust" year for their transformation into cooperatives.

While supporting the basic aims of the Marcos land reform, the
PKP has pointed out that it is a bourgeois land reform with many
shortcomings. Land prices, as appeasement to landlords, are set
far too high (the PKP program calls for transfer without compen-
sation, along with cancellation of debts). Cooperatives are dominated
by well-to-do peasants, lack democracy, and tend to function merely
as agencies for collecting land payment installments (spread over 15
years at 6 per cent interest). By October 1974 less than 40 per cent
of cooperative members were poor peasants, who avoided member-
ship out of justiffed distrust, and loans from rural banks went mainly
to middle or rich peasants. Furthermore, landlords of all sizes re-

I
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sisted land reform, with over half of those approached by tenants
desiring to acquire land refusing to sell, a situation aggravated by
martial law measures of suppressing militant peasant organizations.

By 1974 land reform was running into serious problems due to
landlord sabotage, inattention to poor peasant interests, and lack
of the foreign ffnancial aid that had been hoped for especially from
U.S. sources. President Marcos was compelled to take a number
of steps to reinforce his program. On October 15, after the PKP
unity agreement, he called the situation of only a small proportion
of poor peasants in the cooperatives an "unhealthy one" and ordered
the redirection of the cooperative movement to give maximum bene-
fit to poor peasants. The rural bank system was altered to improve
loans to them and a PKP program demand for samnhang n"o,Aon

shares in land banks was adopted.
Undoubtedly the acceleration of land reform was a main objective

of President Marcos in reaching agreement with the PKP, a step
radically different from policies of all previous presidents since in-
dependence who had heeded landlord demands for suppressing the
PKP and the peasant unions it has led. An indicative statement by
Marcos, made at a mass rally of 50,000 peasants organized by the
PKP at Aliaga, Nueva Ecija on November 15, 1974, asserted that
his program would succeed with the support of the PKP in over-
coming landlord resistance.

Even with the full implementation of the Marcos land reform
as it stands, the agrarian problem in the Philippines would be a

long way from being fully solved. It does not embrace tenancy in
other fields, for example, such as the coconut and hemp industry,
nor does it deal with the abusive sacad.a, contract labor system in
the sugar industry. However, it will help destroy the political and
economic power of the feudal landlords, and will accentuate the wage-
laboring rural proletariat and the poor small-holding peasants as

allies of the industrial working class.
2) Foreign policy reform. The most important effect of tJle new

Philippine foreign policy and its diversiffcation of trade and invest-
ment has been the beginning of a dilution of U.S. imperialist domi-
nance in the Philippines. Spokesmen of the Marcos government have
called this the replacement of "alliance diplomacy" by "development

diplomacy." Termination of the U.S. privileged 'parity" position has

seen the influx of Japanese and West European capital at a rate
now far in excess of new U.S. capital. For example, of all new
investment proiects registered under the Philippine Board of Invest-
ments since 1969, 42 per cent had been Japanese-ffnanced as of March
1974 ($312.1 million out of the $737.2 million total), the U.S. share
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being only 27 per cent ($203.7 million), and a see-saw battle be-
tween the U.S. and Japan as the Philippines' leading trade partner
has been occurring, Japan leading in 1973.

To bring all aspects of foreign policy in line, the Marcos govem-
ment has pressed for re-negotiation of all military and economic
agreements with the U.S. On some major issues internationally, the
once-subservient Philippines has parted company with the U.S., par-
ticularly in support for the Arab countries against Israel and in op-
position to apartheid in South Africa.

Also, the Philippines has moved to align itself with the develop-
ing countries that are demanding better terms of trade and fair
prices for raw materials from imperialist countries. It has increas-
ingly moved toward regional development ties with fellow members
of the Association of South East fuian Nations, and has endorsed in
principle the important ASEAN resolution for "peace, security and
neutrality" for South East Asia.

Most important in signiffcance, however, has been the formation
of diplomatic, trade and cultural relations with socialist countries.
This began as early as 1965, preceding U.S. steps toward detente. In
1972 formal relations were reached r,vith Rumania and Yugoslavia,
and in 1973 with Poland, 'Czechoslovakia, Hungary, the GDR, BuI-
garia and Mongolia. Some trade has occurred with the Democratic
People's Republic of Korea and the Democratic Republic of Vietnam.
The most important ties, with the Soviet Union and China, have been
slower with regard to full diplomatic relations, but trade and cultural
exchanges have gone ahead: in 1974 this trade totalled over $60
million, and projections of an 8- to t0-fold increase in less than
a decade have been made by Philippine officials. President Marcos
has indicated that full relations with both the Soviet Union and
China are likely in 1975.

Today, rejecting its cold-war alliances of the past, the Philippines
looks increasingly to trade with and economic assistance from social-
ist countries as major factors in its economic development and in
cushioning it from effects of the capitalist crisis felt especially in re-
lations with the U.S. and ]apan. Both international detente and its
own internal motive forces have contributed to this, and the Philip-
pine reaction to detente and to the changing relations of forces be-
tween socialist and capitalist countries is one of the factors in the
PKP attitude toward the Marcos martial law government.

3) lndustrializati.on and l.o.bor reforms. Although still largely sub-
ordinate to imperialist investment and trade patterns (the' develop-
ment of new stages of Philippine industry in raw material processing
and in labor-intensive manufacturing is still tied up with U.S. and
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other market needs and multinational operations) a growth of indus-
try is occurring and is emphasized by the Marcos government.

A growth of the Filipino industrial working class is taking place
as a consequence. In 1971 there were 1,443,000 Filipinos employed
in manufacturing, about 11 per cent of the labor force. The greater
number of these were in ",unorganized" manufacturing units employ-
ing 5 or less workers, but a growing number, 167,000, were in estab-
lishments of 500 or more workers and a further 67,600 were in
plants of 200-499 workers. Under the current program, large-plant
industry is increasing. Two cases nray be cited. The industrial estate
at Mariveles, Bataan, centered on car manufacturing, employs 40,000
or more workers, and a new industrial estate at Villaneuva, Mindanao
will employ 60,m workers in heavy and steel-based indushy.

As the PKP pointed out, 'the increase of the country's proletariat
is providing the necessary objective and subjective conditions for
sharper class struggle." A reform step by the Marcos government
in its new L974 Labor Code has the objective consequence of im-
proving the opportunities for worker organization and unity. One
of its provisions restructures trade union organization, creating about
16 industrial unions in place of the 4,000 unions and 30 major rival
conglomerate labor federations that had fragmented the labor move-
ment and kept it divided. The PKP had fought for decades for
industrial unionism and labor unity, and this provision of the Labor
Code is one of the Marcos reforms that it supports (although with
the awareness that one of the Labor Code's aims is to give the gov-
ernment more centralized control over trade unions).

The Phili.ppinos and the W orld C apitalist C risis

The contradictions, inherent or incipient, between the aims of
imperialist interests and those of the Philippine national bourgeoisie
in establishment of a martial law regime have tended to enlarge
under the impact of the world capitalist economic crisis that matured
rapidly after President Marcos assumed authoritarian powers.

The "energy crisis" and world capitalist inflation have gravely
damaged the prospects of the "New Society." For the year 1973 the
Philippines, a perpetual sufferer of trade deftcits, registered a sub-
stantial trade surplus of $241 million, boosting its international re-
serves to a peak of $1.2 billion. lt L974, however, despite a record
export achievement ot $2.4 billion, 48 per cent above 1978, a stagger-
ing foreign exchange deffcit of $418 million occurred, due to external
capitalist trade factors. Because of falling raw material prices in
capitalist world markets due to the worsening crisis, the Marcos gov-
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ernment in January 1975 was anticipating a drop of at least $g00
million, or 30 per cen! in its export iarnings fo, ire coming year.

Together with this blow, the philippines has been plunged into a
more serious debt position because of ttre need for^heaiy foreign
borrowings, lo-ft p"bti" and private, to ffnance oil imports and othir
3:d.":-tr:"1"9 fy accelerating inflation. In the ffrst ttriee quarters of
1974 $1.8 billion was borrowed, incteasing foreign debt ily 27 per
cent to a total of over--$3 billion. Debt repaymeniin the same period
amounted to $B0B million, twice the inflow of new foreign Japital.
Financing of development in all ffelds, from Iand reform tE ind,ristry,
came under severe strain, Ioans going to meet increased prices in-
stead of new investment.

In this situation, the Marcos government has begun to undertake
a serious re-examination of its policies and priorities. A philippine
National oil company was set up which bought out u.s. cuii- oil
properties and launched its own state-run puichase of oil reffning,
distribution and exploration, including oil importation from chini
and technical assistance from other socialist iountries. Articles de-
ploring the heavy reliance on the crisis-hit markets in the u.s. and
JlPan b-egan to_ appear in the government-controlled press. The head
of the key policymaking Board of Investments, ,rid", which the
u.s.-influenced export-oriented investments had been stressed, called
for an abandonment of the export strategy and. for the main stress
to be put on self-reliant industries to serve-philippine domestic needs.

one of the most importa-nt new factors in the changing situation
has been the abandonment by the u.s. in rg74, rr u r"rilt"of its own
trade problems, of the 

-long-standing policy of preferential sugar

1.,ot": extended to producing countries, including the phirippinles.
President Marcos announced on February r0, rgzB, that becirise of
"the loss of the American market" that yielded the philippines about
$25.O million ,lly-u!y for sugar exporti, he was throwii! over one
million tons of Philippine sugar on the worrd market In hope of
,1hlq advantage of iiesent hYgh sugar prices. The long-ter-'"ge"t
:f -Ftr development can be considJrabG, tle ..sugar f,loc', in the
Philippines having been one of the strongest pro-uls. and therefore
most reactionary forces in the country.

It is in this context that relations with socialist countries and an
increased emphasis on relations and coordination with developing
countries- demanding equal terms of trade with capitalist countriei
need to be assessed. with its possession of authoritfran powers, the
Marcos government is in a position, in conditions of criiis, to take
independent steps in such directions in the interest of the philippine
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national bourgeoisie that would be difficult under other circumstances.

The " Anti-M arco{' F otces

An insight into the trends under martial law and a fuller 
-grasp 

of

the PKP p"osition may be gained from a survey of the forces that have

shown ofposition to the t{rr"ot government in one way or another:

1) Ri;;l economic and political groupings within the national

bourgeoisie. Although some national democrats have opposed mar-

tial iaw for its sulpressive aspects and disruption of bourgeois

J"*o"rr"y, the rivJiry is over profitable office-holding, trade ad-

vantages,'infrastructure contracts, bidding for joint-venture ties with

foreigi capital, and similar plums. Representative- figures 
-among

th"r""grorrfs are Senator Benigiro Aquino,leader of the Liberal Party

arreste"d urid d"trio"d, Senator"sergi6 Osmena, Jr', who fled into exile

to the U.S., and the big monopolisilopez family whose interests have

been broken uP'
2)Semi-feu^dallandlordgroups,especiallyin.theCentralLuzon

provinces where PKP infuence is strong among the 
-peasants'^ g; Th" Roman Catholic Church. An economic and political power,

the Church seeks to protect its large landholdings-and-its untaxed

pr"p""f"t (including a^n extensive t-&o9l system), although it also has

f".it irn, ffnancial arid industrial stakes in economic developm-ent' His-

i"r*4f7, the Church has been very reactionary, ariti-nationalist, anti-

Commrlnist, and an ally of U.S. imperialism, its hierarchy and its

relisious orders having it ong foreign composition and influence'--SB*" 
C5"rch bishois and"other leaderJhave qualifiedly 

-endorsed
martial law as , *"ur^, of suppressing the Left, but as time has gone

o"-ii fr"r become t]re most 
-publiciied 

opposition_to Marcos' rule,

ostensibly from a moral standpoint_ o{ defending "democratic rights"

and .the people's will." This stand frorn behind a moral screen is

oU"io"rfy'corriected with the Marcos decrees on land reform that

ug""t Cir"r"l, landholdings, with proposals to tax Church 
-properties,

and with curtailment of 
-'social action" and other political 

-activities'
while the reactionary, ultra-Right forces in the church are in-

volved in this stance, ihere is alio a radical C,atholic groYping of

vouns Filipino priests and nuns, calling for social reform and critical

ff UrE hidebounld hierarchy. Some of these tend to extremist actions,

i""i"ai"g a romantic attraction to _guerrilla warfare, and a number

hrr" b"J, arrested for underground activity against the regime.

4) The Moslem separatist movement. occurring in western Min-

aro'oo, Basilan and th-e Sulu archipelago, where Filipino Moslems are

the main part of the population. although being a 5 per cent minority

in the phiiippines ,r^u iwhol", the Moslem uprising has not stemmed
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from the "New Society" and martial law as such ut arises from his-
torical problems of discrimination, neglect and exploitative abuse that
have come to a head in recent yeari. Th" geneial capitalist expan-
sion in- this area, by both foreign and Filipino interests, has been iea-
tured by dispossession of Moslem lands and a destruction of a tra-
ditional way of life.

The serious armed struggle that has developed is the biggest single
internal problem for the Marcos government. A Mor-o" National
Liberation Front, one of the Moslem goupings, demands a sepa-
rate Moslem state embracing Minda"rJ, n"riii", Tawi-Tawi, Sulu
and Palawan. solution of tlre Moslem problem is compricated by a
Philippine foreign policy of forming crise ties with uiadte Easiern
Arab states, which can 

-be 
e:rdangeied by charges of persecution of

a 
.Moslem minority, although the Islamic conf=erence^has provided

intercessionary offices and urges a mediated settlement dased on
preservatio-n of Philippine sovereignty and territorial integrity.

-5J {I4ipino Maoist mov_ement, calling itself a "Communist party
of .!l-" Philippines," has.sought to 

-promote 
an armed struggle througL

a 'New People's Army" to overthrow the Marcos goveiiment. G-
iginating in L968 a,s a_student-based group, it has gone rittre beyond
being an ultra-radica-l p-etty-bourgeols phenomen6n. concentrating
on malicious, lpng $r"99l against the PKp and on wrecking thE
broad movement under PKP influence, it has been unable to _win a
signiffcant pea-s3nj or worker base, and its "New people,s Amy,,,
unable to establish itself in the Huk mass base provincis as an al-
leged lineal successor of the PKPJed Huk movemeirt, has roved about
in remote areas where peasants have not had organizational experi-
ence or mafurity in struggle.

The dogmatic ultra-revolutionary sloganizing of the Maoists has
confused national-democratic issues, especially among petty-bourgeois
sectors, but their "Mao Tse-tung thought" endorslm"ri h"s L"er,
embarassed by the friendly relations formed by peking with the
Marcos government. Tg_M+rcqs, thq Maoists and their,_v,ioleat liae
have been useful as an.excuse for preclaimrqg qr-rd..eairtahug $_arti"al
t-ajry. Without a reai *uss buie, tfie Maoists-lrrr" f""r""rffi irrrr"d
to alliances with catholic church elements, with landlords" bpposing
Marcos and the PKP, and with other Right-wing forces.

6) Criticism of, if not opposition to, the Marcos regime has come
from some U.S. interests. There were many signs piior to martial
law of support for poiitical rivals of Marcos by at least some U.S.
businessmen and agencies (including the CIA), out of distrust of the
Marcos decisiveness and "unpredictability" especially if joined to the
ambitions of the newer sectors of the national bourgeoisie.
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Among U.S. interests, a cautious attitude has tended to prevail

toward Ire martial law regime. Despite encouragement and conces-

sions, U.S. investments haie not poured into the Philip_pines to the

extent expected and hoped for. The U.S. Chamber of Commerce in

Manila bifterly fought ih" M"r"or rejection of its demands for an

extension of "parity; privileges. The U.S. _has dragged its feet over

the Marcos-deiired renegotiation of all military and economic agree-

ments. In the U.S. Congiess, opposition has been voiced to continued

military and economi" 
-rid to 

-the 
Marcos government' .Threat 

of an

ouster'of Marcos by the U.S.-reared Philippine army has persisted,

and the periodic "ti*r by Marcos that the army is loyal to him

merely lends credence to the reports. 
-It is evident from this listing that the organized forces opposing

the Marcos government are mairly Rightist or ultra-Left in character.

The main iational-democratic for"ei, the workers, peasants and

patriotic elements of other classes, have either adopted a.willingness

io wait and see in regard to martial law or are supporting reforms

and working to extend them.
Progressi'Ie forces in the U.S. need to take note of the fact that

many"anti-Marcos Filipinos have taken refuge-in th1 U'S.', where they

are lolerated by the Ii.S. gor,"rrrment and where thgy have built or

helped to build movements for the overthrow of the Marcos gov-

erninent. These include reactionary bourgeois rivals of Marcos,

Catholic leaders from the political Christian Social Movement, and a

number of Maoist student or other petty-bourgeois individuals. Be-

hind a screen of calls for "restoration of democracy," these grouPs

all seek U.S. support as alternatives to the Present Philippine gov-

ernment, derori6e a11 Marcos reforms, and have slanderously at-

tacked the PKP both before and since its national unity agreement

with President Marcos. The PKP welcomes all struggle in the u's'
asainst imperialist control and influence in the Philippines, but con-

dEmrrs all actions that tend to split the national-democratic forces

or to strengthen the hand of reaction from whatever- quarter.

The pffldoes not see the bourgeois rivals of President Marcos as

democratic alternatives, ffghts the landlords who oppose agrarian re-

form, oondemns the interference of the reactionary Roman- Catholic

hi"r"r"hy and of foreign religious orders in Philippine-political af-

fairs while seeking "iity *itt patriotic young members of the

Filipino clergy. Ii supports Moslem autonom-ous 
_ 
self-government

witiin Philipfine natioial unity, and large-scale development aid that

will help ttie- growth of a Moslem working class to offset. conserva-

tive M&lem nlationalism. It reiects Maoist pseudo-revolutionary ad-

venturism and dogmatism and wages an ideological ffght against it,
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and, above all, struggles against U.S. imperialism as still the main
enemy of the Filipino people.

Within the Marcos regime itself, which is not a monolithic dictator-
ship, a struggle goes on over the direction and extent of reforms,
the extent and form of popular expression, and the question of in-
dependent lines of development, between new industrial and ffnancial
elements, bureaucratic capitalists, imperialist partners or spokesmen,
national democrats, traditional export and landowning groups, and
the entrenched sectors of reaction that resist economic, political or
social changes. Each of these sectors has its own reasons for support-
ing martial law, either for developmental or suppressive purposes.

The PKP and National Democratic Struggle

For the PKP and the masses that it leads, the struggle to bring
into existence in. the Philippines a full-fledged national-democratic
government oommitted to a program of anti-imperialist, anti-feudal
and anti-rnonopoly aims will undoubtedly be long, difficult and com-
plex. The class forces that can bring this ab,out are still in the
process of formation and development. Whatever its restrictive and
still neo-colonial features, the "New Society" itself, however, is gen-
erating these forces, such as a growing industrial working class, a
semi-proletarianized peasantry, and patriotic bourgeois and petty-
bourgeois groupings. F,urthermore, this is occurring in a favorable
international situation of detente and of growing strength and in-
fluence of the socialist countries.

In entering its national unity ageement with President Marcos,
the PKP seeks to strengthen the national-democratic and patriotic
forces in and around the government and in the nation as a whole.
Beiegli4g__],Sft'l dqg!qeq!.!q..an{ l'revolutionaly" extremism that leads

lo__lsolation from the qtasqes 4nd a narrowing down of the struggle,
and opposing the Rightist forces that try to block reforms and to
perpetuate the neo-oolonial situation, the PKP has determinedly taken
the course of maintaining and developing the broadest and most
varied ties with tfre masses of the people and of playing an active,
participatory role in the shaping of an emancipated Philippines. Bas-
ing itself on a Marxist-Leninist realistic assessment of conditions and
forces as they exist'in the Philippines, the PKP is applying itself to
organizing and educating the working class as the ibasis and best
guarantor of advance toward national-democratic development.
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ARNOTD TOCKSHIN

The HA, Instrument of

U. S. Fnreign Policy
The Central Intelligence Agency is well known throughout the

world as a devious, brutal and hated instrument of United States
foreign policy. Formed in 1947 under the Truman Administration,
ostensibly to coordinate the intelligence-collection programs of vari-
ous governmental agencies, the CIA has becorne a huge apparafus
whose principal role is to foment counterrevolution and to disrupt
progressive and revolutionary movernents throughout the world.

U.S. imperialism emerged from World War II as the kingpin of
world imperialism. The "American Century" had begun, in the dollar-
sign vision of U.S. monopoly capital. However, there were powerful
world forces opposed to U.S. imperialism's gand designs. First and
foremost was the world system of socialist states, led by the Soviet
Union. Second were the growing national liberation rnovements and
the many newly established independent states. Thfud, all the major
imperialist powers except the United States were in a weakened
state, and Communist prestige and Left influence were growing
rapidly, especially within the working class.

These developments presented serious problems for the U.S. rulers,
and old forms of aggression proved inadequate to cope wifi the new
level of the anti-imperialist forces. As for armed military aggression,
U.S. policy makers at one time considered pre-emptive nuclear war
against the Soviet Union and the "roll-back of Communism," but this
option was shelved (although never fully rejected, as the continuing
nuclear arms build-up dernonstrates ), especially after the Soviet
Union broke the U.S. ,atomic bomb monopoly.

With respect to the nations ffghting for independence, U.S. im-
perialism had a complicated task. It wanted to supplant the forrner
colonial powers, but under a "democratii' mantle. Classical armed
intervention was not always suitable because it exposed the United
States' neocolonial policies. Open, direct armed intervention in the
Western European countries was even more out of the question.

The shift in the correlation of world forces and the development
of nuclear weaponry by the Soviet Union compelled U.S. imperialism
to elevate covert (hidden, secret) forms of aggression to a new level
of importance, alongside of other forms of imperialist aggession-
economic, diplomatic, conventional military and the continuing threat
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of all-out nuclear war. The CIA thus became the increasingly im-
portant "underground" arm of U.S. foreign policy.

Ufti"S the Lid,

In the present period of rapid political change and growing political
consciousness, U.S. foreign policy has become increasingly exposed
and with it the activities of the CIA. It is now generally known, for
instance, that the CIA was behind the 1953 coup that overthrew
Iran's Premier Mohammed Mossadegh, so that Iranian oil wealth
would remain under foreign monopoly control. The CIA likewise
engineered the 1954 coup against the progressive fubenz govern-
rnent in Guatemala. When Soviet missilemen downed Francis Gary
Powers' U-2 spy plane in 1960, the dangerous, potentially war-pro-
voking activities of the CIA came into sharper focus. The rout of
the ClA-sponsored counterrevolutionary invasion at the Bay of Pigs
in Cuba in 1961 further exposed this invisible organization."

With the upsurge of the democratic movements in the United
States in the 1960s, the CIA s covers were lifted even further. In
1966, it was disclosed that Michigan State University had collabo-
rated with the CIA to run a covert police training program in South
Vietnam. In the same year Victor Reuther, then international affairs
director of the United Automobile Workers, publicly charged that
the CIA was working through the AFL-CIO's department on inter-
national affairs to subvert the trade union movements in foreign
countries (see George Morris, CIA and Americmt, Labor, Interna:
tional Publishers, New York, 1967). In 1967, the CIAIs clandestine con-
nections with the National Student Association and with certain
foundations, publishing houses and other boclies were disclosed.

The pace of CIA disclosures has quickened in the last few years.
Its murderous activities in Vietnam and Laos have become widely
Icrown, and even President Ford has had to admit that the CIA
helped mastermind the blooily coup in Chile in 1973. The aftermath
of Watergate has provided additional information.

These exposures of the CIA, as well as the FBI and other 'intel-
ligence" agencies, have provoked popular reaction against these
agencies and their anti-democratic rationales, brutal policies, extreme
chauvinism, and fascist implications. Even former CIA agents have
come for.ward to disclose some of the facts.

Victor Marchetti, a veteran of 14 years with the CIA, collaborateri
with John D. Marks to write a best-selling book, The CIA and the
Cult of lntelli,gence (Knopf, New York, 1974), which was published
only after a prolonged court battle with the CIA. By federal court
order, the authors were required to subn'ti,t the marutscript to the
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CIA for reoiew prior to publication. The CIA ordered 339 passagCI

deleted, but after court challenges the number of deletions was re-
duced to 168 by the time the book was published. Some of the
deletions are sizable, up to 2 full printed pages or more.

Another former CIA agent, Philip Agee, has also written a book
on the CIA,lnsi.de the Comparry: A CIA Diary, which was recently
published in England in order to avoid censorship.

These former agents do not tell the whole story, and some caution
is necessary because their bools may contain deliberate or unwitting
distortions. By and large, however, the material in Marchetti and
Marks'book, as well as the printed interviews with Agee (his book
is not available in tlie United States as of this writing), are consonant
with the }:nown facts of U.S. imperialism's covert operations.

Marchetti & Marks describe the CIA in these terms:

[The CIA] engages in espionage and counter-espionage, in prop-
aganda and disinformation (the deliberate circulation of false in-
formation), in psychological warfare and paramilitary activities.
It penetrates and manipulates private institutions, and creates its
own organizations (called 'proprietaries") when necessary. It re-
cruits agents and mercenaries, it bribes and blaclanails foreign
officials to carry out its most unsavory tasks. It does whatever is
required to achieve its goals, without any considerations of the
ethics involved or the moral consequences of its actions. As the
secret-action arm of American foreign policy, the CIAt most potent
weapon is its covert intervention in the internal affairs of countries
the U.S. government wishes to control or infuence. (P. 5)*

Such is the 'free world" in operationl Major CIA decisions are made
at the top levels of government:

Every major CIA proposal for covert action-including subsidies
for foreign political leaders, political parties, or publications, in-
terference in elections, maior propaganda activities and paramilitary
operations must be approved by the President or the 40 Committee.
(P. 326.)

The 40 Cornmittee, part of the National Security Council, is headed
by Secretary of State Henry Kissinger-described as the most power-
ful man in U.S. intelligence (p. 103)-and includes the CIA director,
the chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff and other top officials.

The Soviet Union has always been the main target of CIA activi-
ties, but operations against it have met with little success. Among the

* All quotations and page numbers are from The CIA and the Cult of
Intelligence, unless otherwise indicated,
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CIA's failures were attempts to establish counterrevolutionary guer-

rilla movements in Albania and in the Ulraine in the late l-940s.

Similar attempts were made against Poland in the early 1950s, but
these too were total failures (p. 23).

The importance of the Berlin wall in stifling U.S. espionage and

disruptive activities was indicated in a secret report by forrner CIA
direcior Richard Bissell, which is printed in Marchetti and Marks'
book:

Classical espionage, in the early postwar years, -was conducted
with special intensity in West Germany, and ibefore the Berlin
wall, ii that city, which was ideal for the moving of agents in both
directions, providing a sizable flow of political and economic in-
telligence (lspecially from East Germany). (P. 384')

The CIA claims a share of the credit for the attempted counterrevo-
lutions in Hungary in 1956 and in Czechoslovakia in 1968. It "has

always been interested in reaching and encouraging dissidents in
Eastern Europe and the Soviet IJnion" (p. 171).

The CIA helped to track down and murder Che Guevara in Bolivia.
But the agency apparently didn't stop there. Three Bolivians working
usith the CIA including the Bolivian President, Rene Barrientos, were

subsequently killed under mysterious circumstances (pp. 131-132).

The CIA director is supposed to decide whether or not someone

should be murdered (p. 269), but Marchetti, in a magazine interview
(Penthouse, December LW4), doubted that prior approval was always

obtained.
U.S. Senator Alan Cranston has called for an investigation into

CIA murder of its own agents, citing "considerable substantiating

evidence" that the CIA murdered its own agents whom 'it wanted
out of the way." (Los Angeles Times, January 2,6, L975.)

CIA operations have spanned the globe, with the peoples of the

world paying the price in blood, oppression and misery: Brazil, Chile,
the Congo, Greece, Indonesia, Iran, Korea, Peru, the Phillipines, Laos,

Vietnam, etc.

To carry on such global operations with highly trained personnel

and sophisticated equipment, the U.S. intelligence apparatus must

be enormous. Marchetti and Marls €stimate that the ten separate

agencies which comprise the U.S. "intelligence community"* comprise

* The CIA, National Seeurity Agency, Defense Intelligence Agency,
Army Intelligence, Naval Intelligence, AiL Force Intelligence, the state
Department'JBureau of Intelligence -and Research, the FBI, the Atomic
Enirg:y Commission Division of Intelligence and the Treasury Departrnent.
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153,250 people and spend an estimated fi6.2,% billion annually. The
CIA itself has 16,500 people and spends 9750 million each year. These
ffgures are obvious underestimates. They do not include hundreds of
thousands of contract agents, mercenaries, consultants, functionaries
of proprietary organizations.

The CIA always has more money than it needs. (P. 62.) It owns
one of the biggest fleets of commercial airplanes in the world (in-
cluding Air America, Air Asia, Civil Air Transport, fnter-Mountain
Aviation, Southern Air Transport and others). (P. 137.)

The CIA is divided into ffve parts, the largest being 'Clandestine
Services," which is the major ':dirty work" section and is divided
geographically into 15 separate components. It includes a Domestic
Operations Division-that is, the CIA at work uithin the Undted
States.

Hou the CIA Worlcs

In his secret report, Bissell listed eight ways in which the CIA
intervenes in other countries:

... (1) political advice and counsel; (2) subsidies to an individ-
ual; (3) ffnancial support and 'technical assistance" to political
parties; (4) support of private organizations, includin! labor
unions, business ffrms, cooperatives, etc.; (5) covert propaganda;
(6) 'private" training of _individuals and exchange of persons; (7)
economic-operations; and (B) paramilitary or political action op-
erations designe4 to overthrow or to support a regime (like tfie
Bay of Pigs and the program in Laos).

These ope-rations can be classiffed in various ways: by the degree
and type of secrecy_ required, by their legality, and perhaps, by
their benign or hostile character. (P. 41.)

On the CIAs Covert Action stafi (part of Clandestine Sewices)
are "sociologists, psychologists, historians, and media specialists-all
skilled at selecting ieachable' targets such as the youth or intellectuals
of a particular country, and at getting a message through to them"
(p. 162).

Marchetti and Marks estimate that the CIA has spent over $l bil-
lion for propaganda activities (mainly foreign but also domestic).
The propaganda is divided into three categories: "white," which is true
information; 'gr^y," which is a mixture of truths, half-truths and
slight distortions to slant the audience's view; and "black," which
consists of outright lies, although usually accompanied by some
truths and half-truths to make the lies more credible. The propaganda
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campaign is far-flung and includes radio broadcasts, publication of
books and periodicals and forgeries.

The CIA is very active in the ffeld of ideology. It entered the cul-
,tural arena in the 1950s, subsidizing anti-Commulist "progressive"
groups, because the U.S. could not continue being identifted with only
Right-wing forces. (See Tad Szulc, Compukioe Spy, The Biography
of E. Howard Hunt, Viking Press, New York, 1974, pp. 39-40.)

The CIA in operation is a picture of sordidness, amorality and in-
human conduct. The CIA agent

. . is quite often on the brink of the underworld, or even im-
mersed in it, and he frequently turns to the least savory types to
achieve his goals. Criminals are useful to him, and are often called
upon by him, when he does not want to perform personally some
particularly distasteful task. . . . (P. 253.)

CIA agents traffic in dope and prostitution, engage in currency manipu-
lation, extortion, torture and murder, including mass murder. This last
was a specialty of the current CIA director, William Colby, who head-
ed the brutal'?hoenix program" in South Vietnam which murdered
40,000 Vietnamese.

The CIA is constantly on the look-out for "assets"-indigenous
forces who can be convinced or coerced into doing the CIA's dirty
work. The aim is to build a network of agents in the target country's
government, military forces, press, labor unions and other groups.
These agents feed intelligence to the CIA and are prepared to act
decisively when a coup or other major action is planned. (P. 37.)

When a potential agent is located, all available information is col-
lected about the prospect and is checked through the CIA's massive
computerized ffles. The agency searches for a motivating factor (ideo-
Iogical, monetary or psychological) to induce the prospect to become
an agent. Personal weaknesses (sex, drugs) are played upon as well
as political differences. If nothing else works, blackmail and threats
may be used. The prospect may ffnd himself entrapped by damaging
evidence. CIA censors deleted the section of Marchetti and Marks'
boolc which describes what happens when the recruiting pitch doesnt
work.

The CIA has its own armed forces, called the Special Operations
Division (SOD), which carries out paramilitary and military actions
with contract agents and mercenaries:

The paqamilitary operator . . . is a gangster who deals in force, in
iterror, in violence. . . . [He] wages war . . . but none of the rules
of warfare apply. His is a breed apart; in the CIA, special ops
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types are sometimes referred to as the "animals" of the agency.
(P. r0e.)

The CIA has three permanent training facilities for its army. For
large-scale operations, the agency sets up special training bases, as

it did for the 1954 Guatamalan invasion and the 1961 attack on the
Bay of Pigs. The CIA led large-scale military operations in Laos, in-
volving 35,000 Meo and other Lao mountain tribesmen, 17,000 Thai
mercenaries, and ClA-hired pilots who few bombing missions.

For its covert operations, the CIA searches for points of difference,
weaknesses-"motivation" for local allies to do the dirty work. Ac-
cording to Bissell,

. . . implied in the requirement for a pre-existing motivation is the
corollary that an attempt to induce the local ally to follow a course
he does not believe in will at least reduce his effectiveness and
may destroy the whole operation. It is notably true of the subsidies
to student, Iabor and cultural groups . . . that the Agencyt objective
was never to control their activities, only occasionally to point them
in a particular direction,butprimnrily to enlarge them and, render
them more effectioe. (P. 389. Emphasis added.)

Covert operations are carefully planned and coordinated-"orches-
trated" to yield tfre maximum possible efiect. fu Bissell statss;

Covert intervention is probably most effective in situations where
a comprehensive effort is undertaken with a number of separate

. operations designed to support and complement one another and
to have a cumulatively signiftcant effect. (P. 38.)

Chile was a case in point. The CIA operated. in league with the
Pentagon, the State Department, the World Bank and multinational
corporations such as ITT, Anaconda and Kennecott and with the
Right-wing forces of the Chilean oligarchy, to overthrow the Popular
Unity government, to murder some 3Q000 Chileans, and to establish
a fascist regime. This monstrous plot included massiye propaganda;
bry*g off opposition political parties and personalities; creating eco-
nomic dislocation, provocations and assassinations; collaborating with
fascist generals; and organizing anti-Popular Unity demonstrations
and "strikes." All of this was planned and coordinated up to the
point of tJre coup and armed take-oyer. (See Barry Cohen, "U.S.
Imperialism and Chilean Fascism," Political Affairs, February L974,)

On the Home Front

Since Watergate, it has become apparent that CIA methodology
and practices have been brought home and are used directly against
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the people of the United States. These includer disinformation; in-

filtraiion, provocation and disruption of peoples' m_ovementsl illegal

break-ins 
^and 

wire-taps; the compilation of hundreds of thousands-

if not millions-of names on computeized lists, including information

on political activities and views as well as personal life- (sex, drinking,

*oi"y problems, etc. ); t}e use of this information for purposes of

intimidation; establishment of bogus groups. AII of this is now part
of the arsenal of monopoly capitafs repressive appalatus against the

U.S. working people. The CIA has also been charged with participa-

tion in assassinations in this country. The targets of these activities

go far beyond the Left, and include senators, representatives and

other prominent personalities.
The watergate exposure disclosed cIA involvement in the break-

in itself aod L othei features of the "dirty tricls" campaign under-

taken during the Nixon re-election drive. L. Fletcher Prouty, an Air
Force oficer in charge of CIA support for eight years, wrote:

What makes the Watergate case different from other scandals

is that the system and methods used, the,means- by which it was

all planned,'stafied with experts, ffnanced clandestinely and car-

ried out was all taken from the operating method of the CIA'
("Watergate and tlie World of the CIL," Rantparts, October 1973')

On CBS national television news (February 5,1975), Charles Col-

son, former special eounsel to President Nixon, affirmed that "the cIA
organization Jrom lformer Director Richard] Helms on down" was

de-eply involved in the Watergate break-in and the break-in at the

office of Daniel Ellsberg's psychiatrist.

Two Washington Post reporters covering the Watergate storl were

warned by an lnside government source that they were under CIA
surveillance and that their lives were in danger. The source reported:

The covert activities involve the whole U.S. intelligence com-

munity and are incredible. . . .

The cover-up had little to do with Watergate, b"! yT Pryy
to protect the covert operations. ( Carl Bemstein and Bob Wood-
*^ld, Alt the Presid,eit:s Men, Warner Paperback Library, New
York, 1974, pp. W-U8.)

Nixon's aide, Tom Huston, the former national chairman of the

ultra-Right Young Americans for Freedom, devised a domestic oper-

ations plan for a massive, coordinated "dirty tricks" and 
-repressive

comple-x, involving the cIA, the FBI and other governmental agencies.

Evidence indicates that many governmental agencies are involved
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in c_oordinated repression, incruding the FBI, miritary intefligencre,
the rnternal Revenue service and the cIA. Dossiers with damaging
information have been, collected and passed among ,"rr"rd ,!"rr"i"..
- Many corporations have developed their own Jossier systlms, as
have many 

-c!tf governments. Th; CIA even secretly ,""d the mailof George Meany and two of his top aides to determine if cIA
money allocated to undermine foreign rabor movements was being
properly spent.

The Nerp York Times revealed last December that the cIA had sent
a€ents into the peace and student movements in order to disrupt
their activities and compile lists of "dissidents." These opeiations
were conducted by the cIA's Domestic operations Divisioi, whose
activities-hav_e expanded greatry in recenf years. The Doti has a
separate headquarters and "bases" in the major cities. According to
Marchetti and Marks: "The DoD is surrounded by extreme secrecy,
even by cIA standards, and its actual functions are shrouded in
mystery" (p. 23S).

FBI Operatiorx

- Thg FBI has long engaged in undercover and disruptive activities.
Last November, the FBI was forced to reveal some Iiinited informa-tion on its COINTELPRO (counter-intelligence program), which
included such activities as: "sending anonymo* o, f,ctilous materialsto members or groups; dissemination of public record. information
to media sources; Ieaking information basdd on non-pubric irfor-"-
tion to media sources; use of informants to disrupt a^ groupt activi-
liejs; establishing sham organizations for disruptiire |,rrpor"r;rlfolming family or others of radical or immoral 

""iirity;," 
roh ,r_

disclosed_ 
^tp_gi1l 

operations." ( Department of Justice {"f""r", N"_
vember 18, 1974. )

The coINTELPRo against the communist party, usA 'was the
predecessor-and in some respects the model_of 'robr"qr"ri 

FBI
COINTELPRO activities." (lbid.)

An FBI memo on its coINTELpRo activities against the Black
Panther Party demonstrates the drive of the governmdnt to undermine
the Black liberation rnovement:

The Bureau would like to offer f9r your consideration a proposar
fior a d;isrupti!?-iryfymation operation targeted, against tn" Ii"tiorr"t
office of the Black Panther parW (Bpp).

The purpose of this new counterinteirigence endeavor is to er-
p9se, disrupt,,misdirect, or otharwise niutralize the activities of
black nationalist, hate-fire (sic) organizationr rrrd-lioripirgr,
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their leadership, spokesmen, membership and supporters. . . .

(Emphasis adiled.)

The similarity in method and even terminology to cIA activities

abroad is unmistakable.
A former FBI agent, Joseph A' Burton, disclosed (New York Times,

February 9/1, Lg75) his participation in disruptive COINTELPRO
operations against trade unions and other organizations. Burton was

"-"ti'r" 
in such operations through June 1974, in spite of the FBI's

statement that COINTELPRO actions were ended in 1971.

Burton and other FBI agents set up a Maoist "collective" in Tampa,

Florida, whose function was to gain information on genuine radicals

and to disorient them ideologically. The FBI set Burton up in busi-

ness, printed leafets and placards, and took steps to print a news-

paper for his "Red Star Cadre."- Bv"o though Burton had a reputation as a 'tevolutiomary" and

there was a long waiting list for employment, he got a job with the

Westinghouse plant in Tampa throu.gh FBI irrteroeffiion ttsith the

cornrytlu,. He joined the United Electrical Workers (UE) local in
tne inop in order to keep special watch on the chief UE Tampa or-

ganizeiwho had played a crucial role in organizing the plant and

io ftle reports on the workers' attitudes to the national contract.

Burton and other FBI agents succeeded in disrupting the Tampa

chapter of the Vietnam Veterans against the War (WAW), causing

a dispute which resulted in the local chapter's expulsion from the
national organization. Burton was even instructed to inffltrate a
Canadian "Leftist" sect.

Beginning with the ]ohnson administration, a massive program was

launshed to mesh the CIA with local police departments. Under
cover of 'teforming" the police departments and "ffghting organized
crime," dozens of former CIA officials have become integrated in
leading positions in maior city police forces' (See Andrew Kopkind,
"The Politics of Police Reform," Ramparts, October 1973. ) The CIA
has been training city policemen for a number of years.

The Fascist Danger

The full extent of the role of the CIA, the FBI and other intelli-
gence agencies is not easily determined, but it is certainly enormous.

A former CIA agent, Stuart H.. Loory, now a professor at Ohio

State University, disclosed that the agency has massively inffltrated
the US news media, including United Press International, Associated

Press, Neostr;eek,lJ.S. Neuss b Woild Report, CBS, NBC, the Hearst

ne\Mspaper chain, the Neu Republic, the Christinn Sciente Monitor
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and the Reuters News Agency. (Daifu Worl.d., January 24,lWE.)
There are strong suspicions of a cIA role in the assassirrations of

such ffgures as President John F. Kennedy, the Rev. Martin Luther
King |r. and Robert Kennedy. The implausibility of the "lone assas-
sin" stories in these murders and the obvious cover-ups have lent
credence to trre theories of cIA, cuban emigr6 and orginized ultra-
Right involvement.

The Ford Administrationt "probe" of the CIA, headed by Vice
President Nelson Rockefeller and including such notables as former
Govemor of California Ronald Reagan, will ;be a cover-up. No one
has benefttted more from clA-ism than the multibirlionaire Rocke-
feller family. Rockefeller is a strong advocate of strengthening pro-
repressivq p-ro-imperialist dictatorships abroad. ( see The Rockefeller
Report on the Arnericas, Quadrangle Books, Chicago, 1969. )

The cIA has been the instrumentality, in one 
"o,rotry 

after another,
for overthrowing governments and installing military and fascisi
dictatorships. This reveals the increased tendency of u.-s. imperialism
to prefer extreme Right-wing governments. Today, says sovGt writer
Sh. Sanakoyev,

:.. . the ruling circles in capitalist.countries in their struggle against
the.peoples are r_eso_rting lgain (so to say, as a pr"v"ilve meas-
ure) to- the methods -and forms applied by Naii Germany and
fascist It"ly . . local reactionariei 

-and 
imperialist circres, even

under the conditions of a detente, are quitiprepared to use the
most extreme measures in order to preserve and consolidate their
positions, -t9 give a helping hand to reactionary regimes, and to
-suppress liberaEon movements. ("Foreign pofity a-nd the tdeo-
logical Struggle," lntemational Affairs, May l:9la,j

The use of the cIA and cIA methods on a Iarge scale uithin the
united states is a danger sign that powerful sections of the monopoly
ruling class are moving to erode and undermine bourgeois democ-
racy in this country. The intelligence agencies which carry out the
dirty work are stafied by gestapo-minded ultra-Rightists, as exem-
pliffed by the gang that planned and carried through the watergate
break-in.* This new thrust coincides with the unprecedented. cen-

* E. Howard Hunt, a long-time CIA agent who played a central role
in the 1954 counter-revolutionary coup in Guatemala and the Bay of pigs
invasion, shares the ultra-Right views of his long-time friend willia:m
Buckley (who also saw service with the clA-see iad szurc, compulsh)e
Spg, Viking P,ress, New York, 1974, p.66). Marchetti, in a magazine in_
lerview (Penthouse, Decemb_er 1974) described Hunt and Buckle-y as ,,the
kind of guys who were really great in Spain during the Inquisition, who
roasted people at the stake."

Marchetti described CIA director Colby as ,,a vely dangerous man. I
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tralization of power in the executive branch of government and the
placement of the hand-picked representatives of the top monopolies
in the most important positions.

As James E. Jackson has pointed ou! Watergate uncovered a
plot for:

. . . an underground route to the institutionalization of a particular
Americanized modern version of fascism. . . . This Trojan-horse
route to fascism was to be accomplished without fascists and with-
outafascistparty....

These operatives in the plot worked frorn safe havens of ap-
pointed posts in the executive controlled governmental bureauc-
racy. These technicians of the fascist coup were drawn from the
CIA, FBI, metropolitan police departments, the Army, Marine
Corps, Naval and Air Force intelligence agencies. (Reoolutionnry
Tracings,International Publishers, New Yorh 1974, pp. 6-7.)

It is now obvious that Watergate is only an emmpb of widespread
CIA, FBI and other subversion within the United States. It would be
inexcusable naivete to assume that the danger is over. Almost any
organization with even the semblance of a democratic program is a
potential target for attack.

Mass FigLrt-Bank and Vigilance Necassary

There are powerful forces within the United States which can
block steps towards neo-fascism and can lay the basis for greater
democracy. The disclosures of Watergate, the CIA, FBI, etc. are

themselves reflections of a growing mass awareness of the threat to
d.emocracy and indicate readiness to combat this danger.

The growing struggles against monopoly provide maior avenues
for defeating the threat to democracy. Of major importance are the
struggles against unemployment and inflation; for detente and
against imperialist aggression; for drastic cuts in the military budget;
against racism and racist incitements. Broadening and uniting these
struggles, strengthening them organizationally and deepening them
ideologically is the fir-rn basis for victory.

think he's gort the mentality of a Heinrich Himmler."
G. Gordon l"iddy, a former FBI agent, who proudly displays swastikas

and Hitler's Mein Kampf in his living room has, as one Watergate prosecu-
tor placed it, "the mentality and nature of a man who sends people into
the gas ovens." (Dailg Wodd, October 25, 1974,)

Bernard Barker, who led the five-man team that actually made the
Watergate break-in, was a former member of the hated Batista secret
police that tortured and murdered thousands in prerevolutionary Cuba.
(Michael Meyerson, Watergate: Crime in tha Sui,tes, International Fub
lishers, New York, 1973, p. 108.)
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The current economic crisis has brought forth a mass ffght-back
mood, with the working class and its allies moving into a riore ad-
vanced stage of struggle against monopoly. Maior sections of the
trade union movement, sparked by the rink and ffle, are calling
mass actions against monopoly-caused unemployment and inflation.
These economic struggles come on the heeli of the watergate ex-
posures of the mass movements of the 1g60s and 1g70s. The result
is a growing mass consciousness of the nature of the crass enemy and
the need for unity. There is greater receptivity to developing orga-
nized forms of struggle.

communists and progressives need to build on these positive
trends, which include a new degree of rejection of anti{omrirroir*.

The crisis has likewise intensiffed contradictions within the monop-
oly ruling class, with powerful forces moving in the direction 

-of

neo-fascism and others seeking a way out through concessions.
The struggles to defend and extend democracy must be intensiffed.

The cIA, FBI and all similar agencies and practices mast be abolish-
ed,. All those guilty of "dirty tricks" sabotage of the peoples move-
ments at home and subversion of governments abroad must be tried
and punished for their crimes.

The national emergency powerc granted to presidents under con-
ditions of anti-communist hysteria should be ended. Legislation
needs to ibe enacted to curb the tremendous power of the executive
branch and to give the poeple a voice in its operations.

Repressive legislation such as the 'Criminal Justice Reform Act of
1975' (Senate Bill 1) must be defeated. In the words of John Abt,
this bill is

. . .__a 700 page chamber of hortors, the Iegislative embodiment
of all the evils of watergate. It would immunize federal. officiars'
from criminal liability for their official misconduct. It would au*
thorize c-over-ups of official wrongdoings by shielding them from
public disclosure. It would penalize-participation-in political
movements and demonstrative actions of a militlnt or Left-charac-
ter. Finally, the bill- would implement Nixon's call for ..the punish-
ment of crime without pity" (except, of course, for his crimes,
and tfrose of his cronies). ("senate Bill 1: A Legislative chamber
of Horrors," Political Affairs, February 1975.)

In building the people's movements and organizations, care must
be given to selecting leadership and cadre. These must be chosen
on the ,basis of their ability to give direction and concrete leader-
ship and to consi,stentfu build. the movements.

The warning must be out against disruptive countermovements
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that'tpring up" alongside of legitimate mass organizations.
The Communist Party, as the most reliable and far-seeing core of

the working class and people's fight-back, must be built into a
mass party. Its ideological and organizational integrity must be
guarded vigilantly in full accordance with the Leninist principles of
democratic centralism and accountability. The class enemy strives to
exploit every error and every political or personal weakness.

The exposure of the CIA, FBI and other such agencies, limited as

they are, provide a partial picture of how these agencies work. These
operations must be further studied, exposed and combatted by every
Communist and democratically minded ffghter against monopoly as

an integral part of the struggles of our class and our people for a

better life and for socialism. Vigilance can avoid serious set-backs
in the path towards socialism and will speed the ffnal victory over
capitalism.
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The World Scene

We present in this issue two excerpts from the Draft Main Polit-
ical Resolution for the 27st Nati,onal Conoention of the Communist
Pary USA. The Conoention will take plnce in Chicago on lune 26-
29 of this year, The Draft Resolutton prooides the main basis for
the pre-Conrsention discussion now in progress and usill be acted
on at the Conoention.

We haoe selected ushat use rega.rd as two key sections of the
Draft Resolutton, The first, which ileals uith the general crisis of
world. capitalism in i,ts present stage, forms the cornerstone of the
resoluti,on os a nshol.e. lt defines the rolntionship of world forces
usithin the framework of ttshich all current mass struggles and
mooements take place. lt is on a correct und,erstand,ing of this
balnnce of forces, and, of both the dangers and opportunities ushich
flau from it, that questions of pokcy and program must be decided.

The second, secti,on deals with the economic crisis in the tlniteil
States. This crisis, the roorst since the thirties, occurs within the
context of a world, economic crisi,s of capitalism uhich has emerged
as a central feature of the general crisis. It is the focus of mass
struggle today and, the key factor in the adoancement of the anti-
monopoly coaliti,on. Readers are irusited to comment on the sections
published. here. -The Editors

The picture of the world scene that is coming into ever sharper
foeus reveals that this is an epoch of the deepening general crisis
of capitalism, the last days of colonialism and the emergence of so-
cialism as the advanced and leading force in the world arena-an
epoch of the world-shaking transition from capitalism to socialism.
The last of the systems of exploitation of the many for the enrich-
ment of a few is on its way out'

For capitalism, the general crisis is a crisis of decay, of decline.
Intemally it is driven by the basic contradiction between the in-
creasingly social nature of production-to which the scientiffc and
technological revolution is adding a new dimension-and the increas-
ing private monopolization and appropriation of ttre fruits of social
labor.

In the world arena the general crisis of capitalism is intensiffed
because capitalism is being challenged ;by the coming together of
all the contemporary revolutionary forces into a united anti--imperial-

tt
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ist alliance of the socialist states, the forces of national liberation

and the democratic movements of the capitalist countries, led by

the working class. In the words of V. I' Lenin:

we cannot know how rapidly and how successfully the various

historical movements in a given epoch will develop, but- we can

and do laow which class slands at the hub of one epoch or an-

other, determining its main content, the main direction of its
development, the main characteristics of the historical situation
in thaf epoch, etc. (CollectedWorks, VoL 21, p. 145')

On the scales that measure which force "determines the main

content" of this epoch, the balance has tipped against world imperial-

ism. One of the Jactors in the new stage of the general crisis is the

fact that this qualitative shift has reached a point where it has for
some time been irreversible. 

*

The most basic and most decisive factor of this new reality is the

existence of the two world social systems, socialism and capitalism,

each embodying the state power of one of the two basic antagonistic

classes. The contest between the two systems embodies the main
contradiction of modern society in circumstances in which both of these

classes have state power. This has been the main contradiction and the

cardinal feature of the world scene since the birth of the Soviet Union.

The explosive emergence of the ffrst socialist state marked the begin-

ning of the end of world capitalism, the beginning of its decay, of its
general crisis.

The general crisis of capitalism has passed through a number of
stages. ihe stages are related to the continuing shift in the balance of
*oild forc"s. This shift has now brought about a new qualitative and

irreversible change. The general crisis has entered a new stage.

Ttie new stage is characterized by the breakup of the U.S.-dominated

world imperialist pyramid. It is characterized by the crumbling-of
the Portuguese colonial empire, the oldest and the last of the capitalist
slave empires, by the liberation of Guinea-Bissau, Mozambique and

Angola, which sets the stage for the end of colonialism in Africa. It is

characterized by the defeat and forced retreat of imperialism on a
number of fronts-the defeat of U.S. imperialism in Indochina; the

retreat of West German imperialism from its positions of aggression

on its borders with Poland, Czechoslovakia and the German Demo-

cratic Republic; the retreat of U'S. imperialism from its cold-war

bunkers of economic blockade and boycott. The ffrst preliminary steps

in the process of retreat in the Middle East have also been taken by
Israel and U.S. imperialism.
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_ Previously it was other imperialist powers, in particular Britain and
France, which were _c_ompelled to relreat, whili the more powerful
u.s. imperialism could pose as their rescuer-at a price. Bu1 in the
present stage of the general crisis u.s. imperialism hnds itself in the
same boat as the others, and now there are no rescuers.

. th: new stage in the general crisis of capitarism is also character-
ized by-the new relationship between the coirntries which possess raw
materials and the Ieading imperialist countries. The ability'of the raw
material-producing countries to refuse to sell their outpuiat imperial-
ist-dictat_ed prices, and t],e inability of the imperialist countries to
impose their will on tlem, is a reflection of the riew balance of world
forces.

- 
Tl: ""y stage is evident in the changed rerationship of forces in

the united Nations. The advancing tidJ of national frberauon and
the decline of u.s. domination in iatin America, manifested among
gther thrlgq in the growing trend toward. disintegration of the Organl
ization of American States, has vastly changeJ the makeup of the
united Nations. u.S. imperialism has fo, ,o*"" time Iost its frower todominate that body and now ffnds itserf in a smail minority ir **y
key questions.

.3" ""y -stage 
is reflected in the economic sphere-in the accerer-

ating and devastating_rise of infation, in the 6risis of the capitalist
monetary system, in the new economic crisis of simultan"ooi orrer-
production and inflation.

*mq new stage reflects a qualitative shift in world relationships.
The shift is a many-sided, cumulative, dialectical process.

There is a shift in the barance of miritary forles. This acts as a
deterrent,against- imperialist aggression. There ir i" prrti""r". 

" ,rrirtin the balance of nuclear forceJ. The soviet nuclear irsenal acts as a
deterrent against imperialist nuclear aggression.

There is a shift in the balance of Jc-onomic production. Between
1913 and 1973 production in the soviet union lncreased r13 times.
Inl*re same period production in the united States increased g times.

There is a shift in the balance of the overall quality of Iife between
the two systems. socialism has now su-rpassed 

""pit"iir* i" pr*iai"g
a higher, a more satisfying quarity of rife. It has'surparu"J J"pitair-
in providing-social and economic security, high staidards of'educa-
tion, medical care, culfure and the overall "conditions for a more
meaningful, hrppy ui+:":yie life, making- possible the flowering of
the full human potential. This has raised fhi status of socialism and
the competition of the two systems to a new level.

In striking contrast to t_h9 exampre of sociarism is the sharp decrine
in the overall quality of life under capitalism. Fog the *urr'Lr, tt 

"ru
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is less and less accessible. Millions become more alienated and frus-
trated. All this adds a new dimension to the shift in the balance of
forces and the new deepening of the general crisis of capitalism.

There is, in short, a shift in the balance of forces because of the
continuing rise in the prestige and influence of world socialism and
the continuing decline in the ability of world imperialism to influence
or determine the course of human events.

The new stage is reflected in the new leve1 of class struggle and
the growing infuence of working-class revolutionary parties in the
industrialized countries. We may note, for example, the new level of
the demands of the French working class, calling for greater inroads
on the power of the monopolies, and opening the way to the victory
of the anti-monopoly forces.

There is a new level of the contradictions and the centrifugal forces
that tend to keep the forces of world imperialism scattered.

There is a new shift in the balance of forces in the ffeld of ideology.
Bourgeois ideology is less and less believable and more and more
on the defensive. The influence of socialism on the ideology of masses

and the continuing growth of the influence of Marxism-Leninism con-
stitute a new factor in the crisis of capitalism. Bourgeois culture decays
and declines, and the bourgeois assult on science, culture and reason
grows, while working-class culture is making tremendous gains
throughout the world.

The rise of the struggle for detente has its roots in the shift in the
balance of world forces and the new stage in the general crisis of
capitalism. World imperialism is forced to deal from a position o{
waning infuence and growing weakness, while world socialism, the
main power base for the forces of the world revolutionary process,
increasingly deals from a position of greater influence and strength.

The struggle for detente arises from this new relationship. The
achievements of that struggle are becoming as irreversible as the
changes in the balance of world forces. It represents a new level of
the struggle for peaceful coexistence, of the class struggle on a world
scale.

The shift in the balance of world forces dictating the changes in
imperialism's policies and tactics does not change the'nature of im-
perialism itself. Imperialism does not give up its aggressive character
and its efforts at penetration of other countries. Threats of war, prep-
arations for war and war itself continue. But because of rising opposi-
tion at home and abroad, U.S. imperialism has turned to greater use of
internal forces in these countries through corruption and subversion.
The undermining of the Allende government in Chile was a classic
example of the combined efforts of the U.S. govemment and U.S.
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corporations-of a state-monopoly operation. Wherever it can, U.S.
imperialism is following the same policies-in the Middle Eas! Puerto
Rico, the Philippine Islands, Vietnam, Cambodia, South and Central
Americq and Africa. 

*
In the context of the present stage of capitalist developrnent the

unprecedented leap in science and technology has become a double-
edged sword. On the one hand, the new technology serves to expand
production and leads to new lines of products and the retooling of the
older lines of production. On the other hand, it creates new contradic-
tions and more swiftly sharpens all of the old contradictions. Under
capitalism the new technology is rq instrument of. speedup. It serves
to increase the rate of exploitation. It also serves to increase the size
of the industrial reserve army and to swell the numbers of the per-
manently unemployed. It sharpens the problems of overproduction
while millions go hungry.

Because the research and application of the new technology re-
quires huge amounts of capital, it follows that only the biggest cor-
porations and the capitalist countries with the greatest hoards of
capital are in a position to take full advantage of the revoLution
in science. It is therefore a new factor in the process of monopoliza-
tion. It adds to the inequality and the contraditions between the larger
and smaller capitalist countries and to the contradictions between the
industrialized and the developing countries. The new technology in
the hands of the biggest corporations is a powerful instrument for the
growth of multinationals and the extension of production on a wodd
scale.

Because of the large amounts of capital required for both the de-
velopment and application of the new technology, new pressnres arise
for the greater use of the resources of the state for the benefft of
monopoly capital. As a result, the state has become a bigger factor
in scientiffc research, in the manufacfuring of the new automated
equipment and in the construction of factory buildings. The state has
increasingly aided the monopolies through "capital investment grants,,,
accelerated tax write-offs and gifts of all kinds. In industries like space
technology and atomic energ/, where initial investments are extremely
high, 'partnerships" are set up in which the state makes the invest-
ments while the big monopolies reap the beneffts. Thus, the leap in
technology has pushed the state-monopoly relationships to a new
level.

At the same time, these relationships have grown also because of
the- deepening of the general crisis in the economic sphere, com-
pelling the monopolies to rely to an increasing extent or, 

-gorerrr*eot
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economic resources to bolster their proffts.
These contradictions and the technological gap that exists between

capitalist countries do not appear in the relationships between socialist
countries. ]oint research and sharing of technological breakthroughs
are new dimensions which socialism adds to human and national re-
Iationships. Under socialism the new technology serves to erase re-
maining class patterns; under capitalism it serves to further delineate
and sharpen them.

fn a sense the past period has been a "honeymoon" between the
technological revolution and capitalist production. The fact that the
rise of the new technology contributed to expanding production has
served to cover up the contradictory factors in these relationships.
Now we are entering a period in which the contradictions will come
into ever sharper focus. The leap in technology thus serves to sharpen
all contradictions and to emphasize the basic fact that capitalism in
this stage of its general crisis is in growing contradiction to the new
level of science and technology. 

*

On the world scene one of the most helpful auxiliary forces that
imperialism has is Maoism. Opportunism has always been a tool of
imperialism, whether in the form of social democracy or of "Leftism."
Maoism is opportunism on the level of betrayal. It is a form of petty-
bourgeois radicalism, of 'Left" revisionism which, in the name of
"revolution," betrays the interests of the working class.

Imperialism has always used misdirected nationalism. Maoism is
rampant nationalism turned into great power chauvinism. In Maoism
opportunism and nationalism have combined to become the central
auxiliary force for world imperialism. It is small wonder that the U.S.
ruling class goes to such Iengths to picture China under Maoism as
a "model" of socialism, in contrast to its unrelenting anti-Sovietism.

In the world struggle between the two systems, Maoism is an ac-
commodation, a capitulation to the wishes of imperialism. Imperial-
ism hopes to divide the ranks of world socialism. In this effort Maoism
is doing its very best. Imperialism hopes to divide the non-socialist
anti-imperialist forces from the socialist cornmunity. Maoism does
its very best to create such a division. u.s. imperialism did not want
the world to support or recognize the independence of Bangladesh.
Maoism accommodated itself to that imperialist wish.

In Chile U.S. imperialism wanted as many states as possible to sup_
port and recognize the government of the military butchers. Maoism
rushed to comply with this wish.

U.S. imperialim wants to bolster the NATO forces in Europe. Mao_
ism is its main propaganda mouthpiece in tliis effort.
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U.S. imperialism wants to keep its troops in Southeast fuia. Maoism
is the chief advocate of this policy.

The ultra-Right and fascist forces in the U.S. are against the policies
of U.S.-Soviet detente. Maoism is completely with them.

U.S. imperialism is for keeping the Arab countries divided in order
to be able to dictate the prices of oil. Mao sm is the most active force
in attempting to create such division.

The most reactionary forces headed by the Pentagon military brass
are against mutual arms reductions. Maoism is the most vocal and
vociferous opponent of any such reductions.

World imperialism wants to split the world Communist movement.
Maoism is its most effective instrument.

Strategically, U.S. imperialism sees the Soviet Union as its most
formidable opponent, as the roadblock to its policies of aggression.
Hence anti-Sovietism is the heart of its ideological and propaganda
campaign. But it cannot keep up with the anti-Sovietism of Maoism.

The nature of the epoch ard itsoplace in history are unmistakable.
It is the epoch of history's greatest turning point. It is the epoch of
the end of socio-economic systems based on exploitation, of the
transition to a socialist system motivated solely by the well-being
of all the people. This transition resolves the main contradiction of
capitalist society-the contradiction between the exploited and the
exploiters, between the working class and the capitalist class as it is
expressed in the class struggle. The main revolutionary force is also
clearly deffned. That force is the working class.

The total force propelling the whole world revolutionary process
is likewise sharply deffned. It consists of the three currenB: the so-
cialist countries, the working class and the democratic movements
which it leads in the capitalist countries, and the movements of na-
tional liberation. These act as a uniffed force in the struggle against
world imperialism.

Thus, a powerful, healthy force is emerging from a sick and dying
social order. History has assigned this force a unique task. fu Fred-
erick Engels puts it, "this struggle . . . has now reached a stage where
the exploited and oppressed class (the proletariat) can no longer
emancipate itself frorn the class which exploits and oppresses it (the
bourgeoisie) without at the same time forever freeing the whole of
society from exploitation, oppression and class struggle," (Comrumist
Manifesto, Preface to German Edition of 1883, Marx and Engels,
Selocted Works, Foreign Languages Publishing House, Moscow,
J"95Q VoI. I, p.24.)

The Econnmic [risis
The new features of the general crisis of capitalism have emerged

with-partioular sharpness in the economic sphere. The growingln-
stability of capitalist economy, covered over for a time Ly u"ilur-
ated rates qf growth and surface manifestations of "prosperity,. has
now erupted into a chronic state of economic crisis afiecting ihe en-
tire capitalist world, and not least the United States.

The crisis is especially evident in the monetary and ftnancial
sp-heres and is marked above all by a pronounced upiurge of infation
aflicting all capitalist countries. And within this-fraiework there
has developed in the united States and a number of other countries
a cyclical crisis of overproduction. This crisis is not just "another
recession." we are in a depression which is not only much more severe

lJran any_previous 
-postwar downturn, but possesses certain unique

features. It is simultaneously a crisis of overproduction and of pio-
nounced inflation. And it occurs within the context of a deepeiing
overall economic crisis afiecting the entire capitalist world. Th6 crisii
of inflation and overproduction is a new lih"rro*error, one which
poses new problems and new kinds of struggle for the people of our
country.

within capitalist circles the crisis has given rise to consternation
and to mounting uncertainty, pessimism and fear of the future. On
all sides,-predictions of,a, world depression of disastrous proportions
are }eard, accompanied by expressions of despair of pr6venting it.
In this country, government spokesmen openly e*press [heir inablHty
to cope with_ the economic problems currently besetting the U.S.
gco_ngmy. And_ economists who only a decade ago declared that they
had discovered the secret of crisis-free capitalism are today admitting
that their economic theories are incapable of providing answers to
the problems of inflation and overproduction. All this te"stiffes to the
progre_ssive crumbling of the ediffce of U.S. monopoly capital and
the failure of increasing state monopoly capitalist meisuies ti avert it.

The international monetary system constructed at Bretton woods in
1944, based on the dominance of the dollar in world capitalist ffnance,
is now a shambles. The very idea of a stable system of currencies
with ffxed relations to one another has been abandoned and "floating"
rates- of exchange, with currencies fluctuating in value from day to
day,lave- become the rule. The dollar has progressively lost its former
privileged status. It is no longer redeemable in gold and, thanks to
chronic and increasing balance of payments deffci[s, two devaluations
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and mounting inflation, it occupies a deteriorating position in the
world economic arena. Recent years have witnessed iepeated mone-
tary crises and there are well-founded fears of even worse crises to
come, with growing threats of the erection of monetary and trade
barriers between countries like those which wrought 

-such 
havoc

during the thirties.

- Ti"d in with the growing monetary problems of world capitalism
is the alarming surge of inflation throughout the capitalist wo}d. In-
fation is, of course, no newcomer; in lhe United States it has long
been a built-in feature of the economy. with two minor exceptionsl
consumer prices have risen every year since World War II, in traa
times as in good. But since the mid-sixties the rate of increase has
steadily accelerated. By t97Q according to the official ffgures, con-
sumer prices were rising at a rate of 6 per cent a yeff and during the
past-year at a rate of well over 12 per cent. Inflation has reached
"double-digit" proportions, and with no visible prospects of reduction.

The source of the mounting inflation lies ffrsi of atl in the growing
Power 9f the big monopolies to create artificial shortages and"to raise
prices_incesr*+ry. This is facilitated by the rise of itate monopoly
capitalism and the efforts of the government to 'tegulate" the econ-
oTI il the interests of_big busineJs through the inflitionary practices
of deffcit snending and the creation of ffc-titious money. Ii ii further
augmented by the inflationary impact of the 9100-biltion-a-year mili-
tary budget.

It is the working class which pays the price of infation. For the
workers, soaring prices- m_ean falling reaf wages and deteriorating

living sta-ndards. They lead to growing ecoro*ic hardships and sufl
fering. They are a source of mounting unemployrnent.

. Inflation bears e-specially hard on the poor and the elderly. Thus,
the Department 

_of Agriculture's low-cost food budget rose 17 per
cent between mid-1978 and mid-1g74, while its higher-priced budlet
rose only 12 per cent. Those compelled to live on thJ miserty ffx"ed
social security payments have already been reduced to desperation.

Inflation has its most devastating impact on the masses of nhct
and other 

-oppressed 
peoples. Already the victims of price and rent

gouging, the residents of ghetto communities are todiy the special
victims of inflation. The already excessive prices rise more ripidly
than in white communities and in the absenc6 of housing construction
rents become more and more extortionate.

on the other hand, for the oil companies, the food trusts, the steel
corporations and other 

^key 
sectors of monopoly capital, rising prices

have meant soaring proffts. For the capitalisfchss irriflation is a" device
for mr:Itiplying proffts and holding real wages down. It beneffts from
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inflation-indeed, it needs it-and therefore does not conduct any
serious struggle to end it.

The crisis is marked also by the persistent recurrence of ffnancial
difficulties-of soaring interest rates, of credit crunches and near-crises
of liquidity, and of a rising number of bankruptcies of big ffrms and
banls. And hanging overhead like a sword of Damocles is a moun-
tainous volume of debt, private and public, totaling some $21I trillion
or twice the gross national product, which threatens in the present
state of the economy to disrupt the entire system of payments. But
meanwhile, astronomical interest rates provide the giant banks with
a huge profft bonanza.

- Further compounding the contradictions of monopoly capital are
the sharply rising prices of raw materials. This grows out of tEe move-
ments of developing countries to take control of their raw rnaterials
and to put an end to the price scissors by means of which the U.S.
and other monopolies have been plundering them. To this the monop-
oly colporations have reacted in characteristic fashion. They have
compensated themselves many times over by retaining control of dis-
tribution and processing, .and by exorbitant increases in prices to the
consumers. Thus, the oil monopolies have tripled their proffts in the
past two years while prices of oil products have skyrocketed. At the
same time they have tried to oover up by blaming the oil producing
countries, though the increased prices of crude oil are but a minute
fraction of the total price rise. Their aim is to dissuade workers from
ffghting against high prices, also to mobilize public opinion against
the Arab states and in support of U.S.-Israeli aggressive policies in
the Middle East.

The energy crisis has come to the fore as a key aspect of the deep-
ening general crisis of capitalism. It is not a consequence of the de-
pletion of resources but of the vastly sharpened contradictions of
capitalism in this stage. As Gus Hall notes in his book The Energy
Rip-off: Cause and Cure, "the world is not running out of sources of
energy tomorrow." He charges that "the monopolies have created the
so-called energy crisis" and have used cooked-up shortages and the
resulting panic "to put over the most expensive price squeeze on the
consumer in all history." (Intemational Publishers, New York, 1g74,
pp. 29,41.)

But there is also a real energy crisis. Hall states:

. . . the real energlr crisis is the product of a number of historic
processes coming together, creating a number of contradictions
that demand fundamental resolutions. There is, ffrst, the conflict
between the energy needs of the people and the monopoly cor-
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porat-" control of the sources,.production and distribution of energy
f9r tlr,e sole purpose of maxiinizing private profits. . . . There-is
also the contradiction between thJ frrowth 6f 

"r"rgy 
production

with its more sophisticated and c_oriplicated ener$l tichnology,
requiring centralized planning and dntrol, and th? jnherent in-
competence, the anarchistic, dog-eat-dog nature of monopoly cap-
italism. . . . Lastly, there is thJconflict-between the greitei neet
for science and scientists and the decline in government and cor-
porate money for science and the declining "number of studentslnsclence....

(The) sfrgpenjng conflict betwe_en the countries providing the
raw material and the international monopolies is aiiother, irajor
element of the real. energy crisis and ,uqril"s new and more basic
solutions. (pp. aL- \
The extortions of the monopolies in this situation have greatly

added to inflation and have aggravated the current crisis.

within the framewolk o{ ,rri, p-,*"ted state of crisis, the cyclical
pattern of economic development-the pattern of booms and busts
inherent in capitarist production-continies to unfold. The economy
undergoes re^peated cyclical crises of overproduction. But these now
exhibit new features, arising- from the nedlevel of the g"r"r"i-"ririr.
In this period r,ve witness the occurrances of such crise"s in the face
of risin€ 

Tlt1,:?_ expenditures and even during larg"_r"ale **rfrr"
as in the 1969-71 downturn. we witness crisei in ivhich mounting
un_employment and fril*g production are accompanied by marked

ffT=:mething *.lri"h bourgeois economists'hud oo( *""rrtty
declared to be impossible. cycrical crises in this period tend arso t6
be more aggravated and protracted than before. fhat of rg6g-7r was
the longest since lVorld \Var II.

^ 
The present c-risis of inflation and overproduction exhibits these

features in much more pronounced. form. It has been swift in its
develop.menr;,Yo"Tployment is r_apidly rising and the gross-national
product is falling. A depression of marked proportions h"as deveroped.
But these facts only begil to ter the storyi Tire disruptive eflects ofinflation are far greater than ever before. Because Jl .r.yro"r."tirrg
prices_coupled with astronomicar interest rates, housing conJuction
has fallen by 50 percent. Auto production has dechned ts1""Li"*trr.
unemployment in these and oiher industries has risen io r"rers fu,
above the national average and is becoming chronic. i"i ar," p.r"", ,r
b.uild-ing materials and 

- of cars continrrE to rise apace. 'Frr_"r,
slaughter calves to protest against the impossibry I# pri"", tt 

"y
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receive while retail food prices climb more than %!, per cent in a
single montJr. Real wages have fallen 10 per cent in the past two
years and consumer buying has declined, yet inflation continues un-
abated. The indications are that the crisis will be severe and drawn
out with unemployment reaching high levels and prices continuing
to rise, and that recovery will be slow and difficult.

Along with the rising cost of living, spreading unemployment is
increasingly taking its toll among the workers. And here, too, the
impact on the Black and other oppressed minority peoples is by far
the most severe. Unemplolment among Black workers, according to
even the inadequate official ffgures, is more than double that among
white workers. In the ghetto areas it is actually 3 to 4 times as high
and in some cases even higher. Among Black teen-age youth in the
ghettos, in some instances as many as B0 per cent are unemployed.
Chronic mass unemployment is already a severe problem o some
duration in the Black communities. Because of the lower seniority of
Black workers, a consequence of the long-standing discrimination in
hiring and upgrading they have suffered, the gap between Black and
white unemployment grows.

Also among the special victims of unemployment are women
workers, who already suffer gross discrimination in hiring and up-
gading and who, in many industries, have very low seniority. In
addition, unemployment hits hard at the younger generation, and par-
ticularly against Black, Chicano, Puerto Rican and other minority
group youth. Many of these are shut out of employment altogether
and growing numbers who have come out of school have never had
a job.

Finally, the ,crisis of inflation and overproduction is not conffned
to this country. In other leading capitalist countries, consumer prices
since 1970 have risen by anywhere from 28 to 55 per cent. And a
number of them, most notably Britain and Japan, are also experienc-
ing marked cyclical downturns. In addition, unemployment is rising
in all major capitalist countries. Indeed, President Giscard d'Estaing
of France has declared that the capitalist world is already in the grip
of a general economic crisis and that "alI the curves are leading us
to a catastrophe." And in its annual report the International Mone-
tary Fund states that as of mid-1974 the situation of the world cap-
italist economy "constitutes perhaps the most complex and serious
set of economic problems to confront national governments and the
international community since World War IL" All this imposes limi-
tations on the speed and extent of recovery from the current cyclical
crises in the United States. In general, the outlook is one of depen-
ing overall crisis which may reach very serious proportions. In the
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economic sphere, the general crisis of capitalism has truly entered. a
new stage. 

*
In this situation, as at all times, the ruring class seeks to resolve

its difficulties and to bolsterits profft-s at the-expense of the working
people. But in today's conditions of simultaneiusly rising inflatioi
and unemployment it is confronted by new contradictions". since it
views inflation as caused by "excessive" wage levels, the cure it pro-
poses is to curtaii mass purchasing power, to raise taxes and ]imit
government spending (except for military purposes), to restrict eco-
nomic growth and "cool ofi- tlre economy. But this means accelerating
the rise in jobles_sness and dee-pening the crisis of overproduction.
pn the other hand, to resort to deficit ipending and tax cuis to stimu-
late the declining economy also stimuiates tf,e process of inflation.
In view of this contradiction, it is smafl wondei that there is such
confusion in the ranks of monopoly capital, its political representatives
and its economic theoreticians, and 

-that rr"i " profuiion of con-
flicting views were expressed in the recent 'tumnit conferences.,,

But whatever the di#erences, it is clear that monopoly capital will
not of its own accord undertake to combat inflatiori by fr6ezing or
rolling back its swollen prices and proffts. Nor will it do so by cut-
ting military spending. On the contrary, unless it is prevented from
doing so by mass popular struggle, ii will continuJ its assault on
Iiving standards and jobs of the workers. This was evident in the
conferences and it was made even more evident in president Ford,s
1974 economic message. To the big corporatio'ns he osered new tax
concessions in the na3^e of .'slimulating investment"; to the working
people he offered chlefly advice to "dive less, waste less, heat lesi
and eat less"' He called for reducing the federal budget, not at the
expense of the huge military-outlays but of social welfire and public
service expend-itures. He_ professed to reject wage and price c6ntrols
but established a "watchdog" council on wagE and price stability
whose real function is to press for de facto wale controls.

Ford's latest economic me_ssage, in the face oI the deepening cycli-
:al crisis, calls for a record deftcit in the federal budjet, piopor",
an insigniffcant cut in the taxes of working people *rrI 

"ri equally
insigniftcant iobs program, while he proiects 

-incieased 
taxes on oil

products which will send fuel prices skyiocketing.
Nor do the Democrats, despite their partisan altacks on Ford, offer

any real alternative. They, too, seek to hold down the purchasing
go*:" and living standards 9f the working people. In oplosition to
Ford, they- call for wa_ge and price controt, it ict, as ali Lxperience
shows, will mean solely wage controls. They, too, are for iffghUrrg
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inflation and recession" by helping big business at the people's exPense.

In fact, in recent years there has developed through the instrumen-
tality of both parties of monopoly capitalism a longer-range shell

game which might be termed "up the downstairs economic ladder."
A wave of price increases occurs, while workers remain tied to wage
contracts. Just before the contracts come up for renewal, wage-price
controls are imposed which permit only limited wage increases in the
new contracts. Then the controls are removed and the process is re-
peated. This is the pattern which lies ahead for the working class,

with the connivance of both parties and the top trade union leader-
ship. Unless this is checked, the outlook is one of continuing decline
of real wages and rising proftts.

But if the ruling class strives to meet the new stage of economic
crisis by intensifying its ofiensive against the living standards of the
working people as a whole in order to bolster its proffts, it also strives
no less to do so by intensifying its racial oppression and superexploi-
tation of the Black, Chicano, Puerto Rican and other oppressed mi-
norities in order to maintain and enlarge the superproffts it derives
from these sources. It greatly steps up its instigation of racism and
the fomenting of racial strife and violence, as the means of splitting
the working class, of pitting white against Black, in order to intensify
the exploitation of both.

In the Black and other ghetto communities, as has bern noted,
rising prices and rents and mounting unemployrnent strike hardest.
Here the deterioration of living standards is swiftest and deepest, the
growth of poverty, hunger and degradation the greatest, so that living
standards fall increasingly behind those of white workers. And this
special oppression and exploitation, in turn, becomes the means by
which monopoly capital, relying on disunity between Black and white,
attacks also the working conditions and living standards of the white
workers.

But a growing mass movement against rising inflation and unem-
ployment is now taking shape. Tremendous economic struggles are in
the making as the working class and its allies move into their counter-
ofiensive against the monopolies. The class struggle in the United
States is entering a new, more advanced stage. It is taking on a new
content and urgency.

It is these mass struggles and the advancement of class conscious-
ness stemming from &em which will be decisive for the future. At
their heart lies the struggle for Black-white unity as the foundation
of working-class unity, a struggle which demands and must lead to a
vastly inereased ffght against the poison of racism, against the striv-
ing for racist privilege at the expense of working-class solidarity and
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the best interests of the white workers themselves.

In the forefront of the people's struggle against infation and un-
employnent is the ffght foi price and ,Iit coitrors and rollbacks and
lggintl any_ form of wage- controls. This must be accompanied by a
ffght for a sharp cut-in *ilitary expenditures and. an 

"q,r"ily 
sharp in_

crease 
in .spending for social welfare and public ,"rri""r.'Otheikey

demands include tax reforms to make the ulalthy and the big corpor-
ations foot the bill, vastly increased social security payments i'nd dias-
ticimprovements in unemployment compensationjhrge-scale federal
and municipal housing n_rogi1l"r, a rn,iti-bilrior-doili, federar jobs
Pr-ogmm sufficient to employ all who are jobless at union wage levels.
of special importance in-the struggle against unemployment i the de-
mand for a six-hour day_ w_ith ,ro ."duJtion of pay.'A ipecial program
of jobs-for-youth is needed. And woven througiout allihese ,irr[glu,
is the battle against all forms of discriminati6n on the basis of ifc.,
nationality or sex. AIso- important is the fight to open the doors to,
large-scale trade and other-economic relations with the soviet union
and other socialist countries, including cuba. This is not only essen-
tial to the^struggle for detente; it is ilso a potential source 6f lurg",
numbers of new jobs for workers in this country.

. such a p-rogram of struggle will help greatrlto defend the economic
interests of the working people, to mitigate-the efiects of the crisis.
It will help to build the pe_ople's coalitio; against the monopolies and
fg curf lgnopoly power. It will not, howev"er, bring about^the aboli-
tion of inflation or unemployment. This is not fe-asible witlin the,
framework of 

-capitalism. It cin be achieved only through the elimina-
tion of capitalism and the victory of socialism. of ihis the soviet
union and other socialist countries are living proof, for in these coun-
tries there is no inflation, no joblessness, no 

-crisis. prices are stable,
and living standards are constantly rising. This is the direction in
which the.struggle 

_must be directed in oirr countqz, and herein lies:
the special role and responsibility of the Communist party.

(Continued from p. 64)
from one written by a Commu-
nist and for a paper that speaks
for the Communist Party, U.S.A.,
in which Angela -Davis avows
membership. It is no accident that
I found it the most discerning
of all the reviews I have read to
date. The reviewer is Ted Bassett
and the paper is the Duila Wortd,
of November 2, Lg74: .,The life

and
will

struggles of Angela Davisr
have a tremendous impact;

on millions now seeking a way
out of the mounting crises in thisr
country. Ms. Davis embodies pro-
found lessons not only for the,
Afro-American people and other
non-white oppressed minoritiesr
but for the entire U.S. working,
class and people."

BOOK REVIEWS
TOUISE PATTEBSON

The Heal Life of a True Hevolutionary'

A Heview of Beviews
In the dedication of her auto-

biography,* Angela Davis makes
clear for whom the book was
written:

For my family, my strength.
For my comrades, my light.
For the sisters and brothers whose

fighting spirit was my liberator.
For those whose humanity is too

rare to be destroyed by walls,
bars and death houses.

Ancl especially for those who are
going to struggle until racism
and class injustice are forever
banishecl from our history.

There are several Possible aP-
proaches to writing a review, sev-

eral months after its Publication,
of this brilliant and human storY
of the life of a young woman
Communist who has come to sym-
bolize for millions of progressive
mankind the triumPh of truth
over injustice through the unitY
in struggle of peoPles of a]l col-
ots, in all countries and from all
walks of life. I choose this oP-

portunity to look at how it has
been receivecl to date'

Angela Davis in her Preface
says: "I was not anxious to write
*Angela Davis, Angela Daui,s: An
Autobi,ographg, Random House, New
York, 19?4, 400 pp., $8.95.

this book. . . . When I decided to
write the book after al], it was
because I had come to envision
it as a politi,col autobiography
that emphasized the people, the
events and the forces in my life
that propelled me to my present
commitment. Such a book might
serve a very important and prac-
tical purpose. There was the Pos-
sibility that more people-Black,
Brown, Red, Yellow and white-
might be inspired to join our
growing community of struggle.
OnIy if this happens will I con-
sider this project to have been
worthwhile."

Six months is a short time in
which to give a comprehensive
evaluation of the reception of
what, in my opinion, is destined
to become a classic in revolu-
tionary literature. But the de'
velopments so far are alreadY an
affirmation of its being "worth-
while."

First of all, let us look at its
distribution. The hard eover edi-
tion of Random House is already
in its second printing and the
paperback to be put out bY Ban-
tam in the fall is eagerlY awaitecl
by tens of thousands whose
shrunken budgets in this eco-

nomic crisis can't stretch to in-
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clude 98.95 books. The Book of
the Month Club made it one of
the Alternate Selections in the
"Spring News', sent out to all
its members, Boolc Digest, with
a circulation of 400,000, which
prints .,Condensations from the
Best Non-Fiction Books,,, in its
March 1975 issue prints twenty
pages from the Autobiographg,
under the title: ,,The personal
Struggle of a Radical Activist
Fighting Extradition Dramatic-
ally Depicts the Failure of the
New York Prison System.,, The
pages are copiously illustrated
with pictures of the infamous
FBI poster signed by J. Edgar
Hoover naming Angela Davis one
of the ten most wanted ,,crim_
inals" I of her capture by FBI
agents; of the now-demolished
Womens' House of Detention in
Manhattan (described in these
pages), "where Angela Davis was
held in a psychiatric ward.,, ft
also has pictures of her farnily,
of the trial in California, of the
Madison Square Garden victory
rally; and a recent shot of ,,actii-
ist Angela Davis protesting the
death penalty and conditions in a
southern jail.,, The front cover of
this issue of Book Digest carries
the jacket of the Davis book along
with those of books by Edwin
Newman, J. F. terHorst, William
Manchester and E. Howard Hunt!

"The Librarian,s Choice: A
Milwaukee Reader,, for February
3, 7975, selects the Angela Davis
Autobiography as its book of the
month, with her pieture on the
cover, and a review which ends
thus: "This is an important work
about a woman who is sure to
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remain in the public eye for some
time to come."

lhe Bl,ack Schola,r purchased
3,000 copies to be used in its own
subscription drive. Her appear-
ances all over the country in ma-jor book stores and colleges, and
on TV talk shows are too nu-
merous to describe in this review.

Translations and/or republica-
tions of the book are already
proceeding in England, Japan,
France, Italy, Denmark, Holland,
Finland, the German Federal Re-
public and Norway. The Spanish
copyrights will cover both Spain
and Latin America. Negotiations
are pending with the socialist
countries as the arrangernents
under new copyright agreements
are being worked out. England
holds all copyrights to publication
of books from the United States
in English-speaking African coun-
tries (one of the subileties of
neo-colonialism), and I could get
no information on African dis-
tribution as yet. I was told, how-
ever, by someone in the publish-
ing field that lawsuits are pend-
ing to break through this ,,book
curtain" imposed by British im-
perialism for so Iong on the Afri-
can peoples.

Turning from distribution,
which at this writing is stitl
spreading widely, it is interest-
ing, as well as revealing, to look
at another angle of its reception

-by the bourgeois critics who
try to shape the book-reading
habits and thoughts of the Amer-
ican people. The .,august,' New
York Tirnes treats books written
by avowed Communists by pre-
tending they have not been pub-
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lished-by silence. This book,
however, neither t]ne T'imes nor
any of the major, and minor,
newspapers and periodicals dare
ignore lest their virulent anti-
Communism show up the hYPoc-
risy of their "coneern" for the
Solzhenitzyns and freedom of the
arts. I have on my desk Press
reviews from East to West, North
to South, and all points in be-
tween. It is impossible to quote
from all of them, but certain
threads run through most of them.
Anti-Communism, racism and
male chauvinism are Present, of
eourse, and disbelief that the
autobiography reveals the real
Angela Davis because it does not
deat with what they deem her
"private life," which has nothing
to do with dedication to struggle.
They eannot understand an An-
gela Davis who says: "Revolution
is a serious thing, the most ser-
ious thing about a revolutionarY's
Iife. When one commits oneself to
the struggle it must be for a life-
time." I shall give a few examPles.

Christopher Lehmann-HauPt, a

clean of the New York Times
daily book page, in the October
23, 1974, issue, saYs in Part: "It
is hartl to resist feeling cur-
ious about her as an inclividual.
For she appears so unusuallY in-
telligent, articulate, anil well
grounded in her beliefs that one

almost instinctively looks to her
for explanations one wouldn't ex-
pect from others of the same mil-
itancy and political Persuasion."

On the other hand, Elinor
Langer inthe SundaY Ti,rnes Booh

Section of October 27, 1974, de-

voting an entire Page to her re-

tt
view, comments: "To the Personal
narrative she brings such Preci-
sion and individuality, that she
reminds us out of what universal,
bitter, private experiences the
black movement coalesced in the
first place. Her account of her
involvement with the PartY is so

plausible and fresh it turns back
the burden of explanation to those
who feel that the Communist
Party is so irrelevant, drenched
with the blood of historY or PoPu-
Iated by Government agents, that
anyone who would willinglY join
it is stupid, unserious and against
him/her self or fond of losing."

Robert Kirsch, book critic of
the Zos Angeles Ti,mres, in the
November 6, L974 issue, froths
at Angela's statement "that mY
political involvement ultimately
as a member of the Communist
Party has been a logical way to
defend our embattled humanitY,"
by stating that "onlY a handful
of people have chosen the CP as
the vehicle." One wonders if he

really read the book, for through-
out its pages Angela Davis de-

scribes the broad scope .of the
struggle which encomPassed mil'
lions in this country and abroad.
Or is he asleep when he quotes

Angela's descriptions-"p61s ps6-
ple than I had ever seen as-

semblecl in one Place-hundreds
of thousantls in the GDR ancl

close to three-fourths of a mil-
lion in Cuba."

The very elitist voice of the
New Yorh Retsi'ew of Books,
which devoted dozens of columns
to defending the raeist William
Styron's Conf essi,ons of Nat
Turner, handles the Davis book
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very tersely along with two others
on George Jackson, and, says
Francis Carney in the November
28, 1974, issue: "Angela Davis,
autobiography has been attacked
as 'Staiinist' which seems to me
unfair. But other phrases from
the vocabulary of the Thirties
seem appropriate; the work might
fairly be charactefized as ,agit-
prop' or one might say it was
written 'under discipline., It is
not an autobiography and it
would be wrong to consider the
bare facts we are given as the
basis for considering her life. She
has relentlessly insisted that her
Iife has nothing of interest in it
apart from her continuous com-
mitment to struggle against cap-
italist imperialism, racism and
sexism."

Ivan Webster, in that ,,sanc-

tuary of liberalism," the New
Republi,c for November l, 1g74,
unconsciously, I think, offers us
an excellent example of the anti-
Communism among some Black
intellectuals and nationalists to
which Angela Davis ascribes in
vivid detail the break-up of SNCC
and the split in the Black Coali-
tion in Los Angeles. Mr. Webster,
a Black man on the staff of Time,
in a male chauvinist, flippant
manner asks why she didn,t men-
tion Harold Cruse's Crisis of the
Negro Intellectual (a virulent,
spiteful, anti-Communist attack
on not only the Communists but
practically every Black artist
Cruse dislikes). "Indeed,', says
Webster of this Black scholar,
whose honors include Phi Beta
Kappa and Magna Cum Laude,
"she has very litUe to say abqut
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her reading in any case . . . she
contents herself with romantic
posturing-in effect with chal-
lenging the capitalist monolith
to put up its dukes, avowing that
her Marxist dad can lick anybody
on the ideological block."

A Black woman writer, on the
other hand, in the Chi,cago Dai,W
News of November 2-3, L974,
Maya Angelou, says: "Davis ex-
plains her belief and membership
in the Communist Party so ra-
tionally that this reader is im-
pelled to see it as logically follow-
ing her experience. There is no
hysteria or ranting in this book

-rather, the telling of events."
But for Karen Durbin in Ms,

magazine for February 25,1975,
Angela Davis is schizophrenic.
"There are really three Angela
Davises," she says. "One is a
black woman, one is a middle-
class intellectual, and one is a
revolutionary activist." And she
finds it "extraordinary" that "in
the end, Davis resisted the cer-
tain comforts and satisfactions of
the distinguished academic career
that lay before her and to which
she was powerfully drawn, and
turned instead to the almost
equally certain discomforts and
dangers of a life of political ac-
tivism."

Julius Lester, a Black folk-
lorist and writer, in the Progres-
siue fot February 1974, doesn't
share Ms. Durbin's schizophrenia
theory, asserting "the state of
California attacked Angela Davis
because of who she was-a black,
female Communist." He concludes
that "when one considers that
the ehoiee of most Americans is
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an intense indifference to injus-
tice and the suffering of others,
one must respect and admire
Davis's basic antl unshakable in-
stinct toward caring. Whatever
else her biograPhy does, it com-

municates the risks and sacrifices
she has endured in her efforts to
right inhuman wrongs. Amid a

variety of responses to her, one

must be a re-examination of how

one is living his or her own life."
The New Yorker of November

!1, 1974, the magazine of "soPhis-
ticated humor," Ioses its cool

when it says the auudliograPhY is

"a grim book and rnore hostile
perhaps than its author realizes,

for she reveals a sPirit more re-
bellious, and one might say more

racist, than her intellect admits."
Yet it conclutles: "The author,
who is a Communist, was Prac-
tically and emotionally supported
by Communists, black and white,
here and abroad, and PerhaPs the
soberest thought for non-Commu-
nist Americans is that the strug-
gle for equal justice' state and

federal, should have been left to
the Communists."

Marc Karson of Mankato State
College in the Mi,nnewoli's Tri'b'
une of November 17, 1974, seeks

a psychological exPlanation bY

stating, "She internalized, too, the
positive image of a strong mother
whose behavior illustrated that
racism 'was not written into the

nature of things.' . . . She could

tlisplaee her anger at racism onto

capitalism. The PartY could be-

come the authoritative father
substitute for the reticent father
of her childhood. . . As Freud
put it, 'AIl revolutionists are born
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in the cradle.'" He concludes,

however, "Or will PosteritY judge

her as a brilliant woman who

spurned the Personal success that
could be hers in a caPitalist so-

ciety and instead chose to use

her talents to liberate blacks and

white workers with whom she

iclentified? ProbablY both her sup-
porters and detractors could

agree that her life has been a

testimonial to the classic state-
ment of Eugene Debs: 'Where
there's a lower class, I am in it,
where there's a criminal element,

I am of it, where there's a soul
in prison, I am not free."'

Faith BerrY, editor of Good'

Morni,ng Reaolution : Uncollected'

Sociat, Protest Wdti'ngs of Lang'
ston Hughes, in the Waslt;i,ngton

Star-News of October 20, 1974,

comes closest, in mY oPinion, to
a real unalerstanding of what An-
gela Davis and her autobiograPhY
are all about of any of the re-
viewers in the capitalist news-
papers of the manY I have read.

She writes: "AnYone interested
in the most intimate details of
her ]ife will not flnd them in this
book. It is not the Prose of a

woman telling us about her in-
timate personal habits, her love

life, or sexual activities. OnlY

in relating to Political ideas and

events does she aetuallY reveal
anything about herself, her feel-
ings, her familY, or her experi-
ences. It is the reason that some

of the most forceful, cogent Pas-
sages of the book are about the
experiences in jail: she is able

to project the Pain of her incar-
ceration by fullY exposing all the
inhuman conditions of our Penal
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institutions. IVhat the book un-
veils most of all is a series of
events in the making of a revo-
Iutionary, told with a clarity that
highlishts all the circumstances
which made her*one.,,

Angela Davis' Autobi,ographg
comes on the literary scene at a
most opportune time. It is like
a breath of fresh air midst the
plethora of books flooding the
market by Watergate conspira-
tors and others seeking to make
millions of dollars titillatine the
reader with salacious gossip about
"people in the news" and "dirty
tricks" exposures.

The people will not have the
difficulty in understanding nor
make such contradictory evalua-
tions.

Black people in our country liv-
ing in sub-standard housing, un-
deremployed eyen before the
present depression, and whose
sons and husbands by the thou-
sands clog the prisons, will admire
and hail the Angela Davis who has
chosen the path of one of our
most revered ancestors, Harriet
Tubman, the great anti-slavery
Ieader. After her escape from
slavery, standing for the first
time in her life on "free', soil,
Harriet Tubman said: ',I looked
at my hands to see if I was the
same person now f was free.
There was such a glory over
everything, the sun came out ]ike
gold through the trees and over
the fields, and I felt like I was
in heaven. . . . I had crossed the
line of which I had so long been
dreaming. I was free. . . . But my
home after all was down in the
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old cabin quarter with the old
folks and my brothers and sis-
ters, and I made this solemu reso-
lution: f was free and they should
be free also. I would make a
horne for them in the North-
and I would bring them all there.,,
And so, with the price of $40,000
on her head, dead or alive, Har-
riet Tubman made nineteen or
more trips back and forth and
brought over 300 ,.pieces of liv-
ing and breathing ,property,,, to
freedom !

AII people, in every land and
clime, hay6. ,their heroes and
heroines who fought for freedom.
KarI Marx and Frederick Engels,
in beginning the Communi,st
Mani.festo, wrote in 184g: ,,The
history of all hitherto existing
society is a history of class strug-
gies." Angela Davis in her auto-
biography says "The Communi,st
Mani.festo hit me like a bolt of
Iightning." She was only fifteen
at the time. But her story, told in
the 400 pages of the autobiog-
raphy, will help people everywhere
oppressed by capitalist injustice
tc understand the universality of
tLeir struggle and to identify the
r eal - enemy-world imperialism,
with U.S. capitalists at the helm.

The Davis story is profound,
but written with a simplicity
which makes it understandable
to a school child. It contains les-
sons for the most advanced rad-
icals. It is a weapon with which
to fight racism and anti-Commu-
nism, the basic ideological weap-
ons used by monopoly capitalism.

I would like to end this ,,Re-

view of Reviews" with an excerpt
(Continued on p, 58)
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